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Abstract
The quest for higher sensitivity and finer angular resolution in astronomy demands
larger and more complex space imaging systems. This thesis presents the concepts
developed for two different technologies that have the potential to contribute in im-
proving the performance of space imaging systems.
The first technology is precision pointing control technology, which can provide
fine optical control operating in conjunction with coarse formation flying attitude con-
trol in order to meet the stringent optical requirements. This will potentially enable
a long baseline Formation Flying Interferometer (FFI) such as NASA's Terrestrial
Planet Finder (TPF). The concept for precision pointing control was realized by a
testbed called the Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP). The design and im-
plementation of the PPOP are described, followed by an experimental demonstration
of staged pointing control. The global metrology system of the Synchronized Position
Hold Engage Reorient Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) provides coarse attitude
control, whereas the PPOP provides fine pointing control using a set of fast steering
mirrors.
The second technology investigates parametric integrated modeling of space tele-
scopes. This technology provides a design tool for examining alternative telescope
architectures and identifying favorable architectures at an early stage of the design
lifecycle. The MIT Space Systems Laboratory (MIT-SSL) is currently developing a
parametric integrated model for a Modular Optical Space Telescope (MOST). This
thesis provides an overview of the MOST model, with emphasis on the development
of the optics sub-model. ZEMAX is used for calculating the wave front error based
on the Zernike sensitivity analysis. A data interface between ZEMAX and MATLAB
has been developed, which makes the process of performing the Zernike sensitivity
analysis automated.
Thesis Supervisor: David W. Miller
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The quest for higher sensitivity and finer angular resolution in astronomy demands
larger and more complex space imaging systems. While the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) has performed remarkably well over the past decades [18], using conventional
monolithic systems such as the HST for further improving optical performance is
prohibited due to both the cost associated with manufacturing large mirrors and
the limited payload carrying capabilities of the current launch systems. The next
generation of space telescopes, such as the ones proposed by NASA's Origins mission
(Figure 1-1), explores a wide variety of advanced technologies and seeks to allow
larger, lightweight optics to replace conventional monolithic telescopes.
When developing technologies for space imaging systems, issues such as cost, de-
ployment, and precision of the optical systems must be addressed. A modular design
approach can be used to reduce production cost by utilizing standardized interfaces.
A modular design approach also increases the lifetime of spacecraft by providing the
option of replacing only specific failed subsystems. When it is combined with for-
mation flying technology, a modular design approach allows space systems to easily
upgrade to new configurations, possibly providing testbeds for multiple space mis-
sions. The Self-assembling Wireless Autonomous Reconfigurable Modules (SWARM)
project [8] (Figure 1-2) developed at the MIT Space Systems Laboratory (MIT-SSL)
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Figure 1-1: Timeline of NASA Origins missions [6]
demonstrated the use of a modular spacecraft that is capable of self-assembly and re-
configuration. Technology developments in lightweight space systems such as NASA's
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) [9] also provide benefit in cost by reducing areal
density and therefore launch mass.
Figure 1-2: SWARM testbed developed at MIT-SSL
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Another issue that needs to be considered when developing technologies for space
imaging systems is deployment. Two different concepts are generally considered for
deployment of future space imaging systems. The first concept is to deploy and as-
semble a space system by unfolding structurally connected subsystems. For example,
the concept currently developed for the JWST (Figure 1-3) requires unfolding of so-
lar panels, high-gain antenna, sunshield, separation tower, and segmented mirrors,
following a pre-optimized sequence once the satellite is in orbit [9]. Deploying mul-
tiple segmented mirrors provides a way to increase aperture dimension beyond that
which fits within the current launch shrouds. With a longer baseline for the effec-
tive aperture, finer angular resolution, far better than the HST offers, can be achieved.
Figure 1-3: James Webb Space Telescope (courtesy of NASA)
The other concept is to deploy using formation flying technology. Formation
flying technology provides an alternative approach to flying large structures in space.
Instead of one large instrument, several smaller spacecraft are deployed and brought
together to work as one complete system. In the concept developed for NASA's
Terrestrial Planet Finder Formation Flying Interferometer (TPF-FFI) (Figure 1-4),
five spacecraft, flying in formation about one kilometer apart, function as an optical
interferometer [10]. Four of the spacecraft have telescopes, while the fifth acts as a
23
combiner. Optical interferometry combines observations from multiple telescopes of
the same target to achieve the results of a much larger telescope. The further apart
the individual telescopes are, the finer is the resolution at the expense of the decreased
sensitivity.
Figure 1-4: Terrestrial Planet Finder Formation Flying Interferometer (courtesy of
NASA)
Along with the challenges posed by cost and deployment, space imaging systems
must meet stringent positional tolerances and deliver high precision optics. This
results in heavy demands on structural dynamics and controls. There are many
available techniques to maintain high level of precision on a large, flexible space
structure. These techniques include Controlled Structures Technology (CST) [19],
application of passive and active damping, isolation, and active shape control. The
Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE) [11] testbed developed by the Space
Engineering Research Center at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology flew on
STS-67 in March of 1995, and successfully demonstrated various advanced control
concepts under the influence of common spacecraft vibrational disturbances [26].
As mentioned so far, building high performance space imaging systems require
consideration of various issues and technology developments in multi-disciplinary ar-
eas (Figure 1-6). This thesis presents two of such technologies, precision pointing
control and parametric integrated modeling, that can contribute to the development
of high performance space imaging systems. The capability of controlling the atti-
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Figure 1-5: Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE) hardware aboard the In-
ternational Space Station
tudes of multiple free flying objects with finer accuracy opens up the possibility of
realizing an optical system with a longer baseline such as seen in the concept developed
for the TPF-FFI, which in turn will provide finer angular resolution according to the
Rayleigh criterion. As will be discussed in Chapters 2 through 4, concepts for precision
pointing control have been developed and realized by a testbed called the Precision
Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP). The global metrology system of the Synchronized
Position Hold Engage Reorient Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) provides coarse
formation attitude control and the PPOP provides fine pointing control using a set
of fast steering mirrors, thus forming a staged pointing control. Identical PPOPs
will be mounted to each SPHERES satellite, which will provide modular testbed for
precision pointing control experiments.
On the other hand, parametric integrated modeling provides the tools and tech-
niques for designing high fidelity space imaging systems. It enables identifying the
uncertainties and flexibilities embedded in complex systems at an early stage in the
design process, and provides favorable architectures for further analysis, thus mitigat-
ing the risk of costly redesigns later. The MIT Space Systems Laboratory (MIT-SSL)
is examining alternative architectures for a Modular Optical Space Telescope (MOST)
by developing a simulation tool that automatically produces unique realizations of
25
a space telescope model based on parametric inputs. Various control techniques are
examined on the state-space integrated model created by the DOCS (Disturbance,
Optics, Controls, and Structures) toolbox [15] in the MOST model, and favorable
architectures are chosen based on the performance outputs such as line of sight jitter
and wave front error.
Objective: High PerformanceSpace Opial !)VternS '
Issues:
Solutions:
Thesis Scope:
incorporating
- Modularity
. Formation Flight
-etc...
incorporating
- Modularity
" Lightweight
- Various precision
control strategies
- etc...
Figure 1-6: Developing high performance space optical systems: various challenges
and possible solutions. This thesis presents two such solutions: precision pointing
control and parametric integrated modeling.
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1.2 Thesis Objectives
e To develop and demonstrate staged pointing control technology
" To provide tools and techniques for designing high fidelity optical systems
through the development of a parametric integrated model for a Modular Op-
tical Space Telescope
1.3 Thesis Outline
" Chapter 2 introduces several concepts developed for precision pointing control
and discusses the concept chosen for a testbed development.
" Chapter 3 presents the design and development of a ground-based testbed,
which seeks to demonstrate staged pointing control.
" Chapter 4 discusses the results from ground-based tests, which demonstrated
staged pointing control.
" Chapter 5 discusses the development of a parameterized integrated model for a
Modular Optical Space Telescope with emphasis on optics sub-model develop-
ment.
" Chapter 6 summarizes the results from this thesis and offers suggestions for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Concepts of Precision Pointing
Optical Payload
As mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the technologies that can potentially
contribute in improving the performance of space imaging systems is precision point-
ing control technology. In order to demonstrate precision pointing control in a lab-
oratory environment, staged pointing control concepts have been developed at the
MIT-SSL. For coarse pointing control, the global metrology system of the Synchro-
nized Position Hold Engage Reorient Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) is used.
Fine pointing control is provided by a testbed named "Precision Pointing Optical
Payload (PPOP)." This chapter provides a general description of the concepts devel-
oped for the PPOP. First, a brief overview of the SPHERES testbed is provided, and
the limitations of the ultrasound metrology system currently implemented on each of
the SPHERES satellites ("Spheres") are discussed. Then, performance requirements
and the concepts developed for the PPOP are introduced. This chapter concludes
with a description of the final concept chosen and the necessary modifications made
on the initial design for the PPOP.
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2.1 SPHERES: The Mothership
This section provides an overview of the SPHERES testbed. Much more detailed
description of the SPHERES testbed can be found in [24], [34], and [35].
2.1.1 Overview
The Synchronized Position Hold Engage Reorient Experimental Satellites (SPHERES)
testbed provides a facility to demonstrate and validate formation flight, estimation,
and autonomy algorithms. The SPHERES testbed was specifically designed to reduce
the high risk associated with flying untested space missions by providing an inexpen-
sive, risk-tolerant laboratory environment for algorithm development and verification
prior to an actual space mission.
The SPHERES operations plan is based on three different stages of development:
initial algorithm development using the SPHERES simulation, experimentation on
Spheres at the MIT Space Systems Laboratory (MIT-SSL), and 6DOF tests onboard
the International Space Station (ISS). First, researchers independently develop cus-
tom algorithms using the SPHERES simulation. Through the unique interface frame-
work provided by the Guest Scientist Program (GSP) [21], remote researchers compile,
implement, and test their custom algorithms and iterate, if necessary, the code devel-
opment process until desired results are achieved. Once acceptable performance has
been demonstrated using the simulation, the algorithms are sent to the MIT-SSL for
verification on the flight hardware in 2D. After the algorithms are tested on the flight
hardware and optimized, the algorithms are sent to the ISS for 6DOF tests.
The SPHERES testbed consists of a number of autonomous micro-satellites (Spheres),
metrology and communication systems hardware, and a computer that serves as
a ground station. Each Sphere is self-contained, meaning that all the subsystems
required for 6DOF maneuvers are embedded within each satellite. These embed-
ded systems include propulsion, communications, and position/attitude determina-
tion system, power, and control subsystems. The propulsion subsystem consists of
twelve cold-gas thrusters, a tank containing liquid carbon dioxide, a pressure reg-
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Figure 2-1: Three stages of the SPHERES operations plan
ulator, a pressure gage, and solenoid-actuated micro-valves. The twelve thrusters
are positioned carefully to provide controllability in all six degrees of freedom. The
communication subsystem consists of two independent radio frequency channels: the
Sphere-To-Sphere (STS) channel and the Sphere-To-Laptop (STL) channel. The STS
channel is used for communication among the Spheres and the STL channel is used for
communication between the Spheres and the computer station. Ultrasound beacons
and inertial measurement units form the position and attitude determination system
(PADS), which provides real time position and attitude information to each satellite.
The PADS will be further discussed in Section 2.1.2. Two AA-battery packs are used
to power up each Sphere, providing operating time of approximately ninety minutes.
The control subsystem produces thruster on-time commands based on required force
and torque generation profile. A picture of the actual SPHERES flight hardware is
shown in Figure 2-2. Physical properties of Spheres are listed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2-2: SPHERES satellite
Diameter 0.25 m
Mass 4.0 kg
Max Linear Acceleration 0.17 m/s 2
Max Angular Acceleration 3.5 rad/s 2
Power Consumption 15 W
Battery Life ~ 1.5 hr
Table 2.1: SPHERES satellite properties
Three different programs (Mass Property Identification, Autonomous Rendezvous
and Docking, and TPF Multiple Spacecraft Formation Flight) are currently sched-
uled for testing onboard the ISS in the first flight. Additional three programs (Preci-
sion Optical Pointing, Tethered Formation Flight, and Mars Orbit Sample Retrieval)
have been proposed for a re-flight mission. On April 24th, 2006, Russian spacecraft
Progress 21P carried one SPHERES Satellite to the International Space Station.
Currently, the first test session concentrates on tests which demonstrate both single-
satellite control as well as initial formation flight and docking algorithm development
using a SPHERES metrology beacon as the reference.
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2.1.2 SPHERES Metrology System and Limitations
The SPHERES Position and Attitude Determination System (PADS) provides real-
time metrology information to each satellite. In order to provide real time state
(position, velocity, attitude, angular rate) information to each Sphere, the PADS takes
two different forms of measurements: the measurements from the global metrology
system and the measurements from the inertial measurement units.
The PADS global metrology system performs a function similar to that of the
Global Positioning System (GPS), by providing measurements of each Sphere state
with respect to the global (testbed) reference frame. Five external ultrasonic beacons
are mounted at known locations in the global reference frame (Figure 2-3), and the
ultrasound time-of-flight measurements from the external ultrasound beacons to each
Sphere are used to determine the position and attitude of each Sphere with respect
to the global reference frame.
Another set of measurements comes from the inertial measurement units (IMUs),
which consist of accelerometers and rate gyroscopes mounted on each Sphere. An
extended Kalman filter uses both the high rate IMU data (-1 kHz) and the low-rate
global data (-5 Hz) to obtain state vector of each Sphere in real-time. Detailed
description of the SPHERES PADS can be found in [22].
The SPHERES PADS provides metrology resolution of -1.0 cm in translation
and - +10 in rotation. While this metrology resolution is suitable for many missions
such as docking, interferometry missions such as the Terrestrial Planet Finder For-
mation Flying Interferometer (TPF-FFI) typically require more accurate metrology
resolution (TPF-FFI requires 50-75 milli-arcseconds angular resolution for the base-
line range of 40-100 m [25]). In order to achieve finer level of pointing accuracy, the
Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP) has been developed, which is the focus
of Chapters 2 through 4.
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Figure 2-3: SPHERES testbed at MIT-SSL
2.1.3 SPHERES Expansion Port
Each Sphere has two flat panels on opposite sides that can be used to attach external
payloads. One side provides a passive mechanical mounting points where external
payloads that do not need any connections to the SPHERES internal electronics can
be attached. The other side, named the SPHERES Expansion Port, provides both
mechanical and electrical connections between an external payload and a Sphere.
The Expansion Port provides four 2-56 screws attachment points for the mechanical
connection. And the electrical connection is made through a single 100-pin connector
that carries power and control signals to/from the SPHERES internal electronics
[33]. The Spheres provide each external payload with power, communications, and
necessary data handling, acting as the mothership to the external payloads. Figure
2-4 shows a picture of the SPHERES Expansion Port.
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Figure 2-4: SPHERES Expansion Port
Several external payloads have been developed and successfully tested at the MIT-
SSL. Two such payloads are the Universal Docking Port [32] and the Tether Formation
Flight Payload [16] shown in Figure 2-5. Inheriting the experiences learned from the
previous and currently ongoing projects, the Precision Pointing Optical Payload also
utilizes the SPHERES Expansion Port for mechanical mounting, power, and data
communication.
Figure 2-5: Example of external payloads: (Left) SPHERES Docking Payload (Right)
SPHERES Tether Payload
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2.2 Performance Requirements for Precision Point-
ing Optical Payload
As previously mentioned, the SPHERES PADS composed of the ultrasound metrology
system and the inertial measurement units provides the metrology resolution of - 1.0
cm in translation and ~ t 1 in rotation. The Precision Pointing Optical Payload
(PPOP) has been developed at the MIT-SSL to overcome the metrology limitations
posed by the SPHERES PADS, and to provide finer level of metrology accuracy
suitable for interferometry missions such as the TPF-FFI. The current work focuses
on improving the accuracy of the attitude metrology, with the goal of maintaining
precision pointing between multiple Spheres.
In a mission, the SPHERES PADS can be initially used for coarse attitude control.
Once Spheres are brought within ±10 from the target attitude, precision pointing
control can take over and fine tune the attitudes of the Spheres, thus forming a
multi-staged control. In order to realize a multi-staged control, the Field of View
(FOV) requirement of the PPOP has been set to 30, allowing 1 overlap with the
angular resolution of the SPHERES PADS. Also, the operating range requirement
has been set to 0.1 m - 0.5 m for the laboratory demonstration of precision pointing
control. Table 2.2 lists the performance requirements set for the PPOP.
FOV 30
Range 0.1 m to 0.5 m
Table 2.2: Requirements for the Precision Pointing Optical Payload
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2.3 Precision Pointing Control Concepts
The basic concept of precision pointing control is illustrated in Figure 2-6. The
Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP) consists of a laser source pointed at a
fast steering mirror (FSM) assembly, which in turn directs the laser beam to a beam-
splitter. The beam-splitter then reflects some portion of the beam to a retro-reflector,
which would then be reflected back to the beam-splitter. This time, however, it is the
transmitted beam that will be detected by a CCD-based camera. Using the camera
as a sensor, precision pointing can be achieved by directing the beam using the FSM.
Each Sphere will be equipped with identical PPOP through the SPHERES Expansion
Port, providing a modular testbed for precision pointing control experiments.
Laser & FSM
assembly
Retroreflector
RETROREFLECTOR
ON ANOTHER
SPHERES
Laser & FSM
Assenbly
r etro2re P ecto r
Figure 2-6: Precision Pointing Control Concept
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Several different approaches can be made based on the basic concept just de-
scribed. One can illuminate the aperture of the retroreflector mounted on another
Sphere either partially using a collimated beam or fully using a diverging beam.
The Sub Aperture Metrology (SAM) refers to the former, whereas the Full Aperture
Metrology (FAM) refers to the latter. Also, combining the SAM and the FAM pro-
vides another alternative, which is named as the Hybrid Metrology (HM). Each of
these approaches is described in the following sections.
2.3.1 Sub Aperture Metrology
The Sub Aperture Metrology (SAM) uses a collimated beam and illuminates the
retroreflector only partially as shown in Figure 2-7.
Retroreflector
FSM
LASER
Figure 2-7: Partial illumination at the retroreflector provided by the Sub Aperture
Metrology
One advantage of the SAM is that the SAM does not lose as much intensity as
the FAM does since all the beams going into the retroreflector get reflected back.
However, there is a beam ambiguity issue associated with the SAM. For example,
one would not be able to uniquely distinguish the red beam from the blue beam in
Figure 2-8 just by looking at the CCD data. In this case, another source is needed
to uniquely identify the incoming beam. One such source is the voltage input data
for the FSM assembly from which the angle of the incoming beam can be obtained.
However, this increases the computational cost.
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When using the SAM, one must take the offset caused by the retroreflector into
account. If the offset is too large, the beam will not get focused onto the CCD-based
camera. This limits the size of the effective aperture of the retroreflector; that is, one
may implement a large retroreflector, but only small subsection of the retroreflector
will actually be used, wasting the rest of the unused section of the retroreflector. To
realize a compact design, the aperture size of the retroreflector should be chosen such
that the size of the effective aperture where the laser beam is expected to hit is equal
to or slightly less than the actual aperture size of the retroreflector.
Focal Point
Figure 2-8: Beam ambiguity in the SAM: two beams with different incoming angles
produce identical images on the CCD
2.3.2 Full Aperture Metrology
Instead of illuminating the retroreflector partially using the SAM, one can alterna-
tively illuminate the retroreflector fully using the Full Aperture Metrology (FAM).
Unlike the SAM, the FAM uses multiple retroreflectors and a diverging beam which
illuminates the retroreflectors fully as shown in Figure 2-9.
One would see multiple dots on the CCD instead of a single dot for the FAM
case. Using the relative distances between the dots on the CCD, one can remove the
beam ambiguity issue seen in the SAM without using any other source but the CCD.
Also using a diverging beam ensures that the returning beam from the retroreflectors
get focused onto the CCD, making the offset issue seen in the SAM less importance
for the FAM case. However, since not all the portions of the beam going into the
retroreflectors get reflected back in the FAM case, the FAM loses a significant amount
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of intensity as the beam propagates. Also, since the FAM uses a diverging beam, the
FAM alone is not appropriate for path length control, (a possible future extension of
precision pointing control), which requires multiple collimated beams interfering with
one another (Figure 6-1). One solution to this problem is to use both the SAM and
the FAM together as described in the following section.
Retroreflector
FSM
LASER Diverging
Lens
Ideally, retroreflectors
should be located within 2'
cone at the max operating
range
SPHERES SURFACE
Figure 2-9: Full illumination at the retroreflector provided by the Full Aperture
Metrology
2.3.3 Hybrid Metrology
One way to eliminate the limitations present in the SAM and the FAM is to combine
both configurations together. The Hybrid Metrology (HM) combines the SAM and
the FAM together in the hopes of eliminating the limitations posed by the SAM and
FAM. The HM concept is shown in Figure 2-10.
In the HM, two different laser sources are used: a green laser for the SAM and a
red laser for the FAM. The green laser beam stays collimated and performs the role of
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the SAM which can be used for producing interference fringes for path length control.
The red laser beam diverges and performs the role of the FAM which can be used for
performing precision pointing control. By combining the SAM and FAM together,
the HM has the potential to eliminate the offset limitation seen in the SAM and the
path length control limitation seen in the FAM. However, using multiple laser sources
and multiple retroreflectors considerably increase the overall dimension of the PPOP,
which is not desirable given the tight spacing available on the expansion port of the
SPHERES satellite.
FSM
RR for RR for
Green red Laser Gr n
Laser Lae
Red
Laser
SPHERES SURFACE
Figure 2-10: Hybrid Metrology
2.4 Ray Tracing Analysis
Mainly due to its compact design and simplicity, the SAM was chosen as the desired
metrology for the first prototype development of the PPOP. In this section, a basic
ray tracing analysis for the SAM is presented. Geometrical optics with paraxial ap-
proximations (Section 2.4.1) was used throughout the analysis. Effects of aberrations
and diffraction were not considered in the analysis for simplicity. The following sec-
tions describe the expressions obtained for calculating the beam positions at various
locations in the optical train of the PPOP.
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2.4.1 Preliminaries
Paraxial Approximations
In geometrical optics, the paraxial approximations described in the following are used.
The paraxial approximations uses 1"t order Taylor approximations:
sin e ~~ e ~ tan e cos e ~ 1 V' ~E 1 + }e
where E is the angle between a ray and the optical axis.
Also, the distance between the location of the axial ray intersection and the actual
off-axis ray intersection is ignored as shown in Figure 2-11.
Ignore the distance
between the location
of the axial ray
intersection and the
actual off-axis ray
intersection
Apply Snell's law as if
ray bending occurred at
the intersection of the
axial ray with the lens Valid for small curvatures
& thin optical elements
axial ray
Figure 2-11: Paraxial approximation (Source: MIT 2.710 OpenCourseWare)
Sign Convention
Figure 2-12 shows the sign convention used in the ray tracing analysis. Note that
the positive axes of rotation for the two mirrors in the FSM assembly are denoted
by green arrows. The mirrors are termed as "Mirror 1" and "Mirror 2" in the order
as the ray passes through for clarity purposes. The origin of the XYZ axes coincide
with the center of the beam splitter.
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Laser Beam
Note. the (+) axis of rotation for each
rnirror isdenoted by arrow
Mirror 1 -
Beam Splitter
0.01m
center to center
separation
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TRetroreflector +
Figure 2-12: Sign convention used in the ray tracing analysis
Basic Mirror Mechanism
Figure 2-13 illustrates how beams get reflected at the mirror. Note that the angle
of the reflected beam is twice the mirror actuation angle. Therefore, one must make
sure that the angular range of the mirror is at least half of the required outgoing
beam angular range in order to meet the field of view requirement.
Mirror
2E
Figure 2-13: Beam gets reflected by 20 upon the actuation of mirror by 9
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2.4.2 Mirror 1 Actuation: Vertical Beam Control
Mirror 1 (M1) and Mirror 2 (M2) in the FSM assembly provide independent beam
controls in the vertical (Y direction in Figure 2-12) and the horizontal (X direction in
Figure 2-12) direction. Mirror 1 controls the beam position in the vertical direction
whereas Mirror 2 controls the beam position in the horizontal direction. The beam
location on the XY plane can be obtained by combining the effects of the actuation
of Mirror 1 and Mirror 2 together. Section 2.4.2 focuses on the beam control in the
vertical direction through Mirror 1 actuation by 0mi as shown in Figure 2-14. The
effects of Mirror 2 actuation are given in Section 2.4.3.
Center of Mirror 2
Mirror 1 controls the vertical
motion of the beam
Figure 2-14: Vertical beam control by Mirror 1
Ml: Mirror 2 to Beam Splitter
When M1 is rotated by +mi, the beam hits the top face of the beam splitter at the
location defined by the following expression:
(0.01 + h) tan 20mi (2.1)
where h is the distance between the center of Mirror 2 and the top face of the beam
splitter (See Figure 2-15). Note that '0.01' in Equation (2.1) denotes the physical
separation distance between M1 and M2 in meters.
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(0.01 +h)tan2em1
Figure 2-15: Determining the location of the beam on the beam splitter - Mirror 1
Ml: Beam Splitter to Retroreflector
Figure 2-16 shows the detailed ray tracing analysis through the beam splitter. In
order to simplify the expressions, variable k was defined to be the length traveled by
the refracted beam inside the beam splitter before it hits the 450 slanted surface. k
is denoted by the blue line in Figure 2-16.
k can be obtained using the following equation.
d (h + 0.01) tan20m, sin(45)k 2 sin(450 + Ogi)
where 0 g1 can be obtained using the Snell's law:
6,1 = sin 1 (sin 2 0 mi
nBS
(2.2)
(2.3)
Here, nBS is the index of refraction for the beam splitter, which is approximately
equal to 1.5. The vertical displacement v from the center of the beam splitter at
range R can be obtained using Equation (2.4).
d
v = - - k cos 9 1 + (d - k cos gi) tan g,1 + R tan 20.12 (2.4)
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Figure 2-16: Ray tracing through the beam splitter - Mirror 1
Equation (2.4) can be used to appropriately choose the size of the retroreflector.
In order to make sure that the beam hits the retroreflector, one must make sure
that half of the size of the retroreflector aperture should be larger than the vertical
displacement created by M1 at range R, assuming that the retroreflector and the
beam splitter are located on the same plane with their centers passing through the
same axis. Note that range is defined as the distance between the beam splitter face
towards the retroreflector to the entrance aperture of the retroreflector, not to the
actual fold mirrors that consist of the retroreflector.
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h tan 286
Retroreflector Offset
The expressions for obtaining the offset created by the retroreflector are described in
the following. Two parameters, p and q, are defined as shown in Figure 2-17.
Retroreflector
q
Figure 2-17: Offset created by retroreflector
The incoming beam angle is 20m, twice the mirror actuation angle. Assuming that
the incoming and the outgoing beams are parallel, the offset created by the retrore-
flector, 6, can be calculated using the following expressions:
p 11 + tan 20ml
p = |R| + (:
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
q = 2p -sin 135*'
sin(45o - 210m1)
6 = q sin(90* - 41 m1)
where DRR is the diameter of the retroreflector aperture.
These expressions are valid for both Mirror 1 and Mirror 2 actuations.
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M1: Exiting Beam Splitter towards Focusing Lens
As the returning beam from the retroreflector gets refracted at the beam splitter sur-
face and propagates through the beam splitter, the beam encounters further displace-
ments. Therefore, one must make sure that the beam coming from the retroreflector
not only enters, but also exits the beam splitter successfully. If the beam fails to
either enter or exit the beam splitter successfully, then one must use either a bigger
beam splitter or reduce offset created by the retroreflector. Si is defined as in Figure
2-18, and the vertical location of the beam on the exiting beam splitter face towards
the focusing lens can be calculated as following.
Si= J tmI (2.9)
cos 20mi 0mi
d
vti=en = - k cos 0.1 - k cos 01 tan 0.1 - S1 (2.10)
Note that the outgoing angle of the beam is 20m, and the positive Omi produces
negative Vto_Iens.
looking
direction
Outgoing beam
SS
........ -- Incoming beam
20,, Iwith S1 offset
Figure 2-18: Vertical location of the beam on the beam splitter face towards the
focusing lens
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Going Through the Lens
The thick lens formula given in Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.12) are used to
obtain the angle and the location of the beam coming out of the focusing lens. These
expressions are valid for both Mirror 1 and Mirror 2 actuations. The notations used
in the thick lens formula are given in Figure 2-19.
= (i + n-1 d - 1 1 (n- 1)2d
n R' R R' nRR'
d n-1_d
yout = -ain + 1 -Yin)
n n R
(2.11)
(2.12)
n=~ air air ni=
yout
Figure 2-19: Notations used in the thick lens formula
Note that positive 0mi produces negative ain and Yin as illustrated in the following
expressions. dBS-lens denotes the separation distance between the beam splitter and
the focusing lens.
ain = -20mi (2.13)
(2.14)Yin = vto jen, + dBS-len, tan 2 0ml
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Focusing onto CCD
Once acut and yut are obtained using Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.12), the
vertical location of the beam on the CCD-based camera, YCCD, can be calculated
as following. dens-CCD denotes the separation distance between the focusing lens
and the CCD-based Camera.
YCCD ~ Yout + dlens-CCD tan aout (2.15)
In order to successfully focus the beam onto CCD, one would have to design the
optical train such that YCCD is less than half of the vertical dimension of the CCD
sensor.
2.4.3 Mirror 2 Actuation: Horizontal Beam Control
Mirror 2 (M2) provides the beam control in the horizontal direction (X direction in
Figure 2-12) when actuated by 6,2 as shown in Figure 2-20.
Center of Mirror 2
2E6:
Mirror 2 controls the horizontal
motion of the beam
Figure 2-20: Horizontal beam control by Mirror 2
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A ray tracing analysis similar to the one given in the previous section for the
Mirror 1 actuation was performed for the Mirror 2 actuation in this section. The
resulting ray tracing expressions for the key locations in the optical train are given
in the following. Note that the retroreflector offset calculation formulae given in
Equation (5.4) - (2.8) and the thick lens formulae given in Equation (2.11) - (2.12)
also apply to the Mirror 2 actuation case, and therefore, those equivalent expressions
for the Mirror 2 case have not been included in this section.
M2: Mirror 2 to Beam Splitter
When Mirror 2 is rotated by +0m2, the beam hits the top face of the beam splitter
at the location defined by the following expression:
htan20m2  (2.16)
Figure 2-21 illustrates the propagation of the beam from the center of Mirror 2 to
the top face of the beam splitter.
Mirror 1
0.01m
Mirror 2
h
2ir2
hetm
2
K'~~lh'tan2em2
Figure 2-21: Mirror 2 actuated by 9m2
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M2: Beam Splitter to Retroreflector
Similarly to the Mirror 1 case, the horizontal displacement hor from the center of the
beam splitter at range R can be obtained using Equation (2.17).
hor = htan20m2 + dtanOg2 + R tan 2m 2 (2.17)
where 9 g2 can be obtained, once again, using the Snell's law:
092 = sin- I 20m2
nBS
(2.18)
A detailed ray tracing analysis for the beam propagating in the beam splitter
towards the retroreflector is illustrated in Figure 2-22.
Looking
direction
Looking
-tano,
2 ' d
Horizontal
displacement
htan26,
-tan 0,
Horizontal
displacement
Figure 2-22: Ray tracing through beam splitter - Mirror 2
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M2: Exiting Beam Splitter towards Focusing Lens
S2 is defined as in Figure 2-23 and the horizontal location of the beam on the beam
splitter face towards the focusing lens can be calculated as following:
S2= 62 m2I (2.19)
cos20m2 9 m2
htlens = htan20m2 - S2  (2.20)
looking
direction
Outgoing beam
---.. Incoming beam
with 62 offset
Figure 2-23: Horizontal beam location on the beam splitter face towards the focusing
lens
Focusing onto CCD
Equation (2.5) - (2.8) and Equation (2.11) - (2.12) can also be used for the case with
Mirror 2. Following the similar steps as in the Mirror 1 case, the horizontal location
of the beam on CCD, XCCD, can be calculated as the following.
XCCD xout + diens-CCD tan aout (2.21)
Once again, XCCD should be less than half of the horizontal dimension of the CCD
sensor in order to successfully focus the beam onto the camera.
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2.5 Concept Downselection and Modification
This section presents the performance prediction for the Sub Aperture Metrology
(SAM) obtained through the ray tracing analysis described in the previous section.
The performance prediction results were used to determine the feasibility of the SAM
concept for a prototype development. This section concludes with a description of
the final concept chosen for a prototype development.
2.5.1 Performance Prediction and Experimental Validation
of Ray Tracing Analysis
Using MATLAB, a technical computing language, the expressions derived in the
ray tracing analysis were put into a custom code (Appendix C). Different sets of
commercially available beam splitters, retroreflectors, and focusing lens were tested
for various operating ranges. For each test case, the maximum mirror actuation angles
that allow successful image acquisition on the CCD were obtained. Table 2.3 shows
some of the results given by the MATLAB code.
Beam Splitter Retroreflector
Range (in) emin (deg) emax (deg)
Side Length (m) Diameter (m) ___(e)___dg
Mirror 1 -0.38 +0.38
0.25 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.52 +0.52
Mirror 1 -0.21 +0.21
0.4 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.28 +0.28
Mirror 1 -0.16 +0.16
0.5 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.22 +0.22
Table 2.3: Predicted results from MATLAB ray tracing code
A simple experiment was performed on an optics table (see Figure 2-24) in the
MIT-SSL in order to provide a rough check on the MATLAB code.
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Figure 2-24: Experimental setup for MATLAB ray tracing code validation
Table 2.4 describes the experimental setup. The exact specifications for the fo-
cusing lens used were not available when the experiment was performed and the lens
parameters were measured carefully with a caliper (Table 2.5). Note that the values
in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 were also used in the MATLAB code when the results in
Table 2.3 were generated. The experimental results are listed in Table 2.6.
Mirror 2 to Beam Splitter Lens to
Beam Splitter (mm) to Lens (mm) CCD (mm)
Setup
13 15 80
Configuration
Table 2.4: Experimental setup configuration
Aperture Back Focal Center Edge
Diameter (mm) Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Thickness (mm)
25.4 60 4 2
Table 2.5: Estimated lens parameters
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Beam Splitter Retroreflector
Range (in) emin (deg) 8max (deg)
Side Length (m) Diameter (m)
Mirror 1 -0.3298 +0.3298
0.25 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.4507 +0.4507
Mirror 1 -0.2178 +0.2178
0.4 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.3025 +0.3025
Mirror 1 -0.1603 +0.1603
0.5 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.2405 +0.2405
Table 2.6: Experimental results for MATLAB ray tracing code validation
The experimental results given in Table 2.6 agree with the theoretical results
provided by the MATLAB ray tracing code with marginal errors. The average per-
centage error between the experimental results and the theoretical results turned out
to be - 8%. Considering the possible sources of error such as the misalignment error
and the numerical error from the paraxial approximations, it was inferred that the
MATLAB produces correct results.
2.5.2 Concept Modification for Prototype Development
In order to achieve the performance requirements given in Table 2.2, the mirrors
should be able to actuate at least 1.50 (+0.750) at the operating range of 0.5 m while
still focusing the beam onto the CCD successfully. However, both the analytical and
the experimental results shown in the previous section suggest that the requirements
cannot be met with the SAM. Besides, the ray tracing analysis was developed assum-
ing a perfect alignment between the beam splitter and the retroreflector. Both the
angular and the translational misalignments will make the performance even worse
according to the equations given in the Appendix A.
In order to meet the performance requirements, one can use a bigger beam splitter
and a bigger lens with more focusing power. One can also use an array of tiny
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retroreflectors, which would effectively reduce the offset magnitude caused by the
retroreflector. However, due to the limitations posed by both the allowable package
dimension and the budget, using more sophisticated components was not a feasible
option for the first prototype development. Instead, a slight modification was made on
the original SAM concept in order to achieve the performance requirements. Figure
2-25 shows the modified concept.
FSM
LASER
LENS
CCD BEAM RETROREFLECTORSP(JTTER ON ANOTHER
SPHERES
TRANSPARENT
SCREEN
Figure 2-25: Modified concept chosen for prototype development
Instead of focusing the beam directly onto the CCD, the modified concept uses
a transparent screen, and the image of the beam on the screen is used for precision
pointing control. The modified concept still has to consider the effects of the retrore-
flector offset. However, the CCD captures the beam as long as the beam makes it to
the beam splitter face towards the lens. This eliminates the deviation of the beam
that takes place between the beam splitter and the lens, and therefore improves the
performance. Table 2.7 shows the results from a simple experiment performed to
predict the performance of the modified concept for the range of 0.5 m. Same test
setup shown in Figure 2-24 was used and the maximum mirror actuation angles that
allow successful image acquisition on the CCD were obtained.
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Beam Splitter Retroreflector
Range (in) emin (deg) emax (deg)
Side Length (m) Diameter (m)
Mirror 1 -0.4213 +0.4213
0.5 0.254 0.254
Mirror 2 -0.4213 +0.4213
Table 2.7: Experimental results for allowable mirror actuation angles obtained using
the modified concept
As the results in Table 2.7 show, the modified concept increases the range of
the allowable mirror actuation angle by almost twice when compared with the range
provided by the original SAM concept. Since a square transparent screen is used, the
allowable mirror actuation angles are the same for both Mirror 1 and Mirror 2.
The modified concept was chosen and developed into the Precision Pointing Opti-
cal Payload (PPOP). As will be described in Section 3.1.5, a micro lens with a short
focal length is mounted on the camera board in the PPOP. The wide FOV provided
by the micro lens as well as the short spacing between the micro lens and the CCD
sensor enables the PPOP to meet the performance requirements given in Table 2.2. It
should be noted that the modified concept cannot be used to do path length control
using interference fringes. If path length control is desired in the future, one would
have to use the original SAM with more sophisticated optical components.
2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a brief overview of the SPHERES testbed. The limitations of
the SPHERES Position and Attitude Determination System (PADS) were explained,
and the concepts for precision pointing control were introduced as the ways for over-
coming the limitations. Three different concepts for precision pointing control were
presented: the Sub Aperture Metrology (SAM), the Full Aperture Metrology (FAM),
and the Hybrid Metrology (HM). The SAM was chosen for further analysis due to its
simplicity. A ray tracing analysis was developed using geometrical optics, and was
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used to predict the expected performance of the SAM. Based on the results of the
ray tracing analysis and the simple experiment performed on an optics table, it was
determined that the SAM with direct focusing of the beam onto the CCD cannot
meet the performance requirements. In order to improve the performance, the origi-
nal SAM concept was modified. Instead of focusing the beam directly onto the CCD,
the modified concept uses a transparent screen, and the image of the beam on the
transparent screen is used for precision pointing control. The results from a simple
experiment show that the modified concept improves the performance by a factor of
two. Hence, the modified concept was chosen as the final concept for the Precision
Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP). The next chapter describes the realization of the
concept chosen into the prototype development of the PPOP.
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Chapter 3
Testbed Development of Precision
Pointing Optical Payload
The concept for precision pointing control described in the previous chapter was
developed into a testbed called the "Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP)."
The optical components and the avionics implemented in the PPOP are described.
A discussion of the data communication between a Sphere and the PPOP is followed.
This chapter concludes with providing a snap shot of the CAD model developed as
well as a picture of the actual prototype built.
3.1 Optical Components
The Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP) consists of a laser, a fast steering
mirror (FSM) assembly, a beam splitter, a retroreflector, a focusing lens, and a CCD-
based camera. Each of the optical components used in the PPOP is described in this
section.
3.1.1 Laser
The precision pointing control concept chosen requires the beam to be collimated and
to have a moderate power at the same time. HLM-635-02LPA laser module shown in
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Figure 3-1 was chosen as the source of the beam for the optical payload.
OUTLINE DIMENIONS (uhal mni
2mu
Wite Lead
mm (156 nu I
Red Lead+
Figure 3-1: HLM-635-02LPA laser module
HLM-635-02LPA laser module integrates a collimating lens, a laser diode, and a
driver circuit inside a solid brass housing, and provides a bright collimated beam.
The specifications for HLM-635-02LPA laser module are shown in Table 3.1.
Operating voltage 3 ~ 5 V
Operating current 40 t 15 mA
Cw output power < 3.0 mW
Wavelength at peak emission 630 - 645 nm
Collimating lens Aspheric Plastic (#7)
Housing Brass
Spot size at 5M 6 i 2 mm
Divergence 1.6 mrad
Mean time to failure 5000 hrs
Operating Temp. range +10 ~ +400 C
Storage Temp. range -20 ~ +65* C
Table 3.1: HLM-635-02LPA laser module specifications
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3.1.2 Fast Steering Mirror
Figure 3-2 shows the fast steering mirror (FSM) assembly used in the PPOP. The
FSM assembly consists of two mirrors, which provide the control of the laser beam
in both the horizontal and the vertical directions. The exact specifications for the
mirrors were not available when the FSM assembly was purchased, and therefore,
some of the key properties for the mirrors were experimentally obtained.
Figure 3-2: Fast steering mirror assembly used in the Precision Pointing Optical
Payload
Angular Stroke Capability
The angular stroke that each of the two mirrors in the FSM assembly is capable of
was experimentally determined by applying current to the mirrors. A laser beam
was reflected onto a wall by the mirrors, and the deflections of the beam on the wall
were recorded. The current was varied from 0 to +255 ma, and the positive current
actuated the mirror in one direction. Negative current actuates the mirror in the
other direction. Figure 3-3 shows the setup configuration used in the measurement.
The recorded values for the beam deflection as well as the derived values for the
corresponding angular stroke of the mirror are also shown in Figure 3-3.
As shown in Figure 3-3, the mirrors in the FSM assembly are capable of pro-
viding angular strokes in the range of ± t120 (0.0224 deg/mA), which is sufficient
considering the + t1 angular resolution that the SPHERES PADS provides.
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Figure 3-3: Angular stroke measurement for the fast steering mirrors
Damping and Natural Frequency Estimation
The damping coefficient and the natural frequency of the fast steering mirrors were
also obtained experimentally. A load of 1.5V was initially applied to the mirror
using a AA battery. Then, the load was removed by disconnecting the battery, and
the mechanical vibrations of the mirror were measured as voltage fluctuations on an
oscilloscope. A snap shot of the voltage fluctuations obtained on the oscilloscope is
shown in Figure 3-4.
The natural frequency of the mirror (wa) was obtained to be -68.97 Hz (433.32
rad/s) by measuring, and then converting the period of the voltage fluctuations.
Two different approaches, the curve fitting approach and the logarithmic decrement
approach, were taken to estimate the damping coefficient ( ) of the fast steering
mirrors.
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Figure 3-4: Mechanical vibration of the fast steering mirror
In the curve fitting approach, the peak points in the voltage fluctuation curve in
Figure 3-4 were fitted with an exponential curve. Using the second-order approxi-
mation for the dynamics of the mirrors (Equation 3.1), the damping coefficient for
the mirrors was calculated to be 0.302. Figure 3-5 shows the data points and the
resulting curve fit used to obtain the damping coefficient.
y = Ae- ''"t (3.1)
In the logarithmic decrement approach the amplitude of motion, x1 , at the begin-
ning of a cycle and the amplitude, X2 , at the end of the cycle were measured. Using
Equation 3.2 and 3.3, the damping coefficient was obtained to be 0.2958, which agrees
with the result obtained using the curve fitting approach.
6 = 1n ( 1(3.2)
= (3.3)
V/(2i7r)2+ 621
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Estimation of Damping Coefficient for the Mirror
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Figure 3-5: Damping estimation for the fast steering mirror using the curve fitting
approach
The fast steering mirror properties are summarized in Table 3.2.
Resistance ~ 7.7 Q
Angular Stroke ~ 12'
Damping Coefficient () 0.3
Natural Frequency ~68.97 hz (433.32 rad/s)
Table 3.2: Estimated mirror properties
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3.1.3 Beam Splitter
Figure 3-6 shows the beam splitter used in the Precision Pointing Optical Payload.
Figure 3-6: Beam splitter used in the Precision Pointing Optical Payload
A one-inch cubic 50%-50% power beam splitter is used. Every time the laser
beam hits the beam splitter, 50% of the beam gets transmitted and the other 50%
gets reflected. In the precision pointing control concept chosen, the laser beam hits
the beam splitter twice, and the loss in the beam's intensity could be significant since
the beam loses half of its intensity every time it hits the beam splitter. Therefore, one
should make sure to use a powerful laser as the source of the beam in order to provide
strong enough intensity at the end of the optical train. One alternative option would
be to use a polarizing beam splitter instead of a power beam splitter. A polarizing
beam splitter separates the laser beam into two orthogonally polarized components.
The intensity of the beam gets reduced only once when the unpolarized beam first
hits the beam splitter and gets polarized. However, appropriate wave plates need
to be placed along the optical train to keep the polarizations of the beam proper,
making the system bulky. Due to its simplicity, a 50%-50% power beam splitter was
chosen for the PPOP.
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3.1.4 Retroreflector
The retroreflector used in the PPOP is shown in Figure 3-7.
Figure 3-7: Retroreflector used in the Precision Pointing Optical Payload
The retroreflector is constructed of three surface mirrors assembled into a corner
cube and has a one-inch aperture. The parallel incident light is reflected with some
offset back to the light source, regardless of the angle of incidence. Depending on
the angle of the incident light, undesirably large offset could be produced, and one
must keep the offset small when designing an optical system. Using an array of tiny
reflectors such as shown in Figure 3-8 is an alternative option, which can effectively
reduce the magnitude of the offset. However, using more sophisticated components
increases the budget requirement and therefore, a simple, corner cube retroreflector
was chosen for the PPOP.
Figure 3-8: Array of tiny retroreflectors which could be used to reduce the retrore-
flector offset
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3.1.5 Focusing Lens and CCD
A CCD-based digital camera was chosen as the sensor for precision pointing control.
The camera contains 480x640 pixels and produces a 2D image on a grayscale of 0-
255, with 255 being the brightest intensity value on the scale. As will be discussed
in Section 4.1, the location of the centroid of the laser beam is determined from the
intensity of each pixel. The actual centroid location and the target centroid location
are compared, and appropriate control law is applied to eliminate the error between
the actual and the target centroid location. A picture and the specifications of the
camera can be found in Figure 3-9 and Table 3.3.
Figure 3-9: CCD-based camera used in the Precision Pointing Optical Payload with
a micro focusing lens mounted on the CCD board
Point Grey Research Inc. provides micro lens with three different focal lengths
for the Dragonfly camera: 4, 6, or 8 mm. The shortest possible distance between the
beam splitter and the camera is desired to keep the size of the payload compact, and
therefore, the micro lens with focal length of 4 mm was chosen. Note that smaller focal
length implies larger FOV of the camera according to Equation (3.4) [17]. In turn,
larger FOV makes the distance between the beam splitter and the camera shorter.
FOV = dn = 2.44 Qn (3.4)f Deff
where n is the number of pixels along the x axis or the y axis of CCD matrix, d is
the pixel size, f is the focal length, and Q is a quality factor.
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Manufacturer PointGrey
Model Dragonfly
Imaging Device 1/3" Sony CCD
Colers Grayscale
Resolultion 480x640
Connector 6-pin IEEE1394 (FireWire)
Dimensions 2.5" x 2"
Frame Rate Up to 30 fps
Pixel Size 7.4pm
Focal Length 4 or 6 or 8 mm
Table 3.3: Camera specifications
3.2 Integration
This section describes the avionics used in the PPOP and its integration with the
optical components described in the previous section. The data interface established
between a Sphere and the PPOP through the SPHERES Expansion Port is also
described.
3.2.1 UC1394a-1 Multi-Chip Module: The Brain for Preci-
sion Pointing Optical Payload
The UC1394a-1 Multi-Chip Module (MCM) purchased from Orsys acts as the brain
for the PPOP. A picture of UC1394a-1 MCM is shown in Figure 3-10. As illustrated
in Figure 3-11, on-board DSP, FPGA and a wide variety of serial, analog, and con-
figurable digital I/O resources of UC1394a-1 MCM provide users with an extensive
range of plug & play and software programmable capabilities for various applications
including IEEE 1394 firewire applications. The key hardware features are listed in
the following.
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* Texas Instruments TMS320C5509 DSP Processor
" Xilinx 50kGate Spartan-II FPGA
" 8MBytes of 100MHz SDRAM, and 512kBytes of FLASH ROM
" RS-232, USB, McBSP, 12C, JTAG, integral analog to digital conversion for four
analog inputs
* 27 uncomitted FPGA I/O pins for user configurable digital I/O
* Real-Time Clock (200Mhz)
" 30mm x 36mm, 116 pin PLCC footprint
Figure 3-10: Ultra compact UC1394a-1 Multi-Chip Module
Using Code Composer Studio [12], a code generation tool provided by Texas
Instrument, a realtime embedded application was developed for precision pointing
control. The application utilizes one IEEE1394 channel for establishing the camera
interface, three General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins for generating appro-
priate input signals to the fast steering mirrors, one GPIO pin for controlling laser
on/off, and the RS232 UART channel for communicating data to/from the SPHERES
satellite.
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Figure 3-11: Various building blocks embedded in UC1394a-1 Multi-Chip Module [7]
When programming an application onto TMS320C5509 DSP processor, one must
make sure not to exceed the 64K page limit imposed by TMS320C5509. TMS320C5509
is a 16 bit, fixed integer DSP processor and it restricts pointer manipulation to be
always done modulo 64K. Since the CCD-based camera has 480x640 pixels which ex-
ceed 64K, one must use a proper cast when needed and carefully handle the intensity
data stored in each pixel. A detailed description on how to develop an application
using TMS320C5509 is given in [29].
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3.2.2 Metrology Ring
The SPHERES ultrasound beacon used for relative state estimation is currently
mounted on the opposite side of the SPHERES Expansion Port, not on the side
where the PPOP is mounted. Therefore, the PPOP needs to have its own metrol-
ogy system for the case of controlling relative states of multiple Spheres without
using the global metrology system. Even though not yet fully developed, the PPOP
is equipped with the metrology ring shown in Figure 3-12 for relative coarse atti-
tude control. The metrology ring consists of three identical metrology boards, each
equipped with an Infra-Red (IR) transmitter/receiver and a Ultra-Sound (US) trans-
mitter/receiver which enable the satellites to determine their positions relative to one
another. Each board is an arc that is 1/3 of a ring with an inner diameter of 3 inches
and an outer diameter of 3.8 inches. The metrology ring was originally developed
for the Self-assembling Wireless Autonomously-Reconfigurable Modules (SWARM)
project at the MIT-SSL. A detailed description of its functionality can be found in
[5].
Figure 3-12: Metrology ring for relative state estimation
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3.2.3 Fast Steering Mirror Actuation
Three GPIO pins on the UC1394a-1 MCM, one MAX5523 digital to analog (D-to-A)
converter, and two LM4861 power amplifiers are used to generate appropriate analog
input signals to the fast steering mirrors. MAX5523 is a 10-bit serial D-to-A converter
and it requires three input signals: Data Input, Clock, and Chip Select signals. These
three signals are generated by the UC1394a-1 MCM using a 10 kHz timer interrupt
and sent to MAX5523 through the GPIO pins available on the UC1394a-1 MCM. The
Data Input values are read in to MAX5523 on the rising edge of the Clock signal and
the Chip Select signal must be asserted low while Digital Input values are read in. The
three signals must meet the timing requirements given in [4] in order to successfully
transmit the Data Input values. Upon receiving the Data Input values, MAX5523
generates two analog outputs, one for each mirror, according to the magnitude of
the Data Input value received. An internal reference voltage of 3.89V is used, and
since it is a 10-bit D-to-A converter, Data Input values of 0, 512, and 1023 create 0,
1.945, and 3.89V analog signals, respectively. LM4861 power amplifiers then amplify
these analog signals, generating appropriate input signals to the fast steering mirrors.
Figure 3-13 illustrates the process of generating appropriate analog power inputs to
the power steering mirrors.
Amplified
Analog Mirror
Input 1
Digital Signal
Amplified
Analog Mirror
Analog Signal
Figure 3-13: Process of generating analog inputs to the fast steering mirrors
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Determining the Mirror Resolution
The resolution of the fast steering mirrors depends on both the resolution of the
D-to-A converter and the gain used in the power amplifier. Figure 3-14 shows a
typical LM4861 power amplifier circuit. Users need to choose the amplifier gain,
f, appropriately for the desired range of the output signal. The voltage output of
LM4861 can be determined using the following equation [3].
Vout = (2 Vin - Vrej)
I (3.5)
Figure 3-14: Typical LM4861 power amplifier circuit
47k and 1OOkQ were chosen for Rf and Ri, respectively. This gain along with Vref
of 3.89V produces ± 1.8283V output signals, which gives ±5.32' mirror actuation.
Since the resolution of MAX5523 D-to-A converter is 10 bit, this gives the mirror
resolution of 0.01 0/DACOUNT.
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Aul'.
Input
Rf 47kQ
R4 100kQ
Vref 3.89 V
D-to-A converter resolution 10 bit (1024)
Mirror range i5.320
Mirror resolution 0.01*/DACOUNT
Table 3.4: Values used to set the range and resolution of the fast steering mirrors
3.2.4 Power
Power for the PPOP is provided by the SPHERES satellite through the SPHERES
Expansion Port. There are three available power supplies at the SPHERES Expansion
Port as shown in Table 3.5.
Power Supply Rating
+5V 0.5A
+15V 0.5A
-15V 0.5A
Table 3.5: Power supplies available at the SPHERES Expansion Port
Out of the three available power supplies, +5V and +15V were chosen to provide
power to the PPOP. Three power regulator circuits were built to produce +12V, +5V,
and +3.3V out of the +15V supply. The regulated +12V provides power to the CCD-
based camera whereas the regulated +5V provides power to the D-to-A converter chip
and the power amplifier chips. The regulated +3.3V is used by the UC1394a-1 Multi-
Chip Module. The unregulated +5V available at the SPHERES Expansion Port is
used to power up the laser. A transistor circuit was built for the laser and On/Off
of the laser was controlled by software using a GPIO pin on UC1394a-1 MCM. The
complete schematics for the circuits implemented are given in Appendix D. Table 3.6
summarizes the power budget for the PPOP.
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From +15V@0.5A (7.5W)
UC1394a-1 MCM 3.3V@450mA (1.5W)
Camera 12V@~0.15A (~2W)
MAX5523 D/A Converter 5V@5pA (25LW)
LM4861 Amplifiers 2 x 5V@0.01A (0.05W)
From +5V@0.5A (2.5W)
Laser 5V©0.015A (0.075W)
IR Receivers
Miscellaneous
US Receivers/Translators
Table 3.6: Precision Pointing Optical Payload power budget
3.2.5 Data Communication with SPHERES
The US/IR Bypass lines available at the SPHERES Expansion Port are used to
communicate the metrology data between a Sphere and the PPOP. All the other
data are transmitted through the UART pins at the SPHERES Expansion Port using
RS232 serial communication. The baud rate of 115200 bps was used for the serial
communication.
Figure 3-15 shows the types of data transmitted through the serial communication
between a Sphere and the PPOP. Sphere sends two different commands: the laser
control command and the target centroid set command. The laser control command
controls the power input to the laser. If the laser control command is 'On', then power
is applied to the laser and the laser gets turned on. If the laser control command is
'Off', then power is not applied to the laser and the laser stays in its off state. The
target centroid set command sends the desired location for the centroid of the laser
beam to the PPOP. For example, if the center of the CCD is chosen as the desired
location for the centroid of the laser beam, then the target centroid set command
sends 'VTarget = 320, HTarget = 240' to the PPOP, which is the location of center in
the 480x640 CCD matrix.
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Precision Pointing
SPHERES Optical Payload
On/off
Mirror 1 D/A count
Mirror 2 D/A count
HActual.VActual
Figure 3-15: Types of data transmitted between a Sphere and the Precision Pointing
Optical Payload
In return, the PPOP sends the mirror actuation magnitudes and the actual loca-
tion of the centroid of the laser beam to the Sphere. The mirror actuation magnitudes
can be obtained from the D-to-A counts applied to each mirror and it is the D-to-
A counts that are actually sent to the Sphere. For example, D-to-A count of 1023
suggests that the mirror is actuated to the extreme in one direction whereas D-to-A
count of 0 suggests that the mirror is actuated to the extreme in the other direction.
D-to-A count of 512 suggests that the mirror is not actuated.
Each of the data transmitted through the serial communication is composed of
six one-byte packets. The first byte is set to OxFF and is used to signal the start of
the data transmission. The second byte denotes the type of data being sent. The last
four bytes contain the actual data. The sample code given in the following shows the
packet structure for the target centroid set command. The second packet sets the
target centroid location as the type of data being transmitted. The VTarget data is
stored in the third and the fourth packet, and the HTa,,get data is stored in the fifth
and the sixth packet.
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void expOptPointTargetSet(unsigned int Vtarget,unsigned int Htarget)
*SMT335CP4 = OxFF;
*SMT335CP4 = OPTPOINTTARGET;
*SMT335CP4 = (Vtarget && OxFF);
*SMT335CP4 = ((Vtarget>>8) && OxFF);
*SMT335CP4 = (Htarget && OxFF);
*SMT335CP4 = ((Htarget>>8) && OxFF);
}
3.3 Design and Fabrication of Precision Pointing
Optical Payload
Using SolidWorks, an engineering CAD software, the design for the PPOP was carried
out. Simple joints with bolts and nuts were used. The beam splitter was mounted on
an adjustable mount. Tip and tilt of the beam spitter can be adjusted by turning the
knobs underneath the mount. The base plates have slots which enable the adjustment
of the location of the object plane of the camera. The distance between the camera
and the beam splitter was set such that the image of the beam splitter fills up slightly
less than 480 pixels of the CCD sensor (refer to Figure 4-7). Figure 3-16 shows the
CAD model developed for the PPOP.
Based on the CAD model, an actual prototype was fabricated out of aluminum us-
ing a milling machine, a lathe, and a waterjet. Figure 3-17 shows the actual prototype
built for the PPOP.
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Figure 3-16: CAD model of the Precision Pointing Optical Payload developed using
SolidWorks
Figure 3-17: Prototype developed for the Precision Pointing Optical Payload
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. .. .. .... ....... . .
3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced the optical components and the avionics that constitute the
Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP). The fast steering mirrors were charac-
terized and the key mirror performance metrics such as angular stoke and resolution
were obtained. The main digital signal processor of the PPOP was described and its
data communication with the SPHERES main processor was illustrated. The CAD
model and the actual prototype of the PPOP were introduced. With the prototype
built and the necessary data interfaces established, it is ready to perform precision
pointing control experiments. The next chapter describes the controllers developed
for staged pointing control experiments and the experimental results.
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Chapter 4
Staged Pointing Control Using
Precision Pointing Optical Payload
As discussed in Chapter 1, precision pointing control technology can provide fine
pointing control in a staged optical pointing control in order to achieve stringent point-
ing requirements demanded by stellar inteferometry missions such as TPF-FFI. This
chapter presents the staged pointing control experiments performed at the MIT-SSL
using the Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP) prototype developed. Coarse
pointing control is accomplished using the SPHERES Position Attitude Determina-
tion System (PADS). The PPOP provides fine pointing control using the CCD-based
camera as the sensor and the fast steering mirror(FSM) assembly as the actuators.
The algorithms used for both coarse and fine pointing control are presented as well
as the experimental data obtained.
4.1 Control Algorithms
To accomplish staged pointing, multiple control algorithms have been developed.
The SPHERES global estimator and a proportional-derivative controller are used
for coarse pointing control. For fine pointing control, the PPOP utilizes a centroid
calculation algorithm and a proportional-integral-derivative controller. This section
discusses the control algorithms developed for both coarse and fine pointing control.
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4.1.1 Coarse Control
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the SPHERES PADS utilizes time-of-flight data of the
ultrasound signals emitted by the external beacons and the IMU readings in order
to determine states of each Sphere. The SPHERES PADS provides two different
estimators: the global estimator for absolute state estimates and the relative estimator
for relative state estimates. For the staged pointing control experiments performed,
the absolute state estimates obtained using the global estimator are used. The state
vector x is a 13x1 vector containing the position r, velocity v, quaternion q, and the
angular rate w components.
x =[ rT vT qT wT] =[rx ry rz vx vy vz q q2 q3 q4 wx wy wZ (4-1)
The time-of-flight measurements are updated at 4 Hz, and the gyroscopes are
sampled at 1 kHz. Since both the propagation of the attitude states and the compu-
tation of an absolute position based on time-of-flight measurements are non-linear,
an extended Kalman filter is used to get the state estimates [28].
Once the absolute state estimates are obtained using the global estimator, the
state errors are fed into a PD controller. The PD controller simply outputs force
and torque commands proportional to state errors. The attitude angular error 0e
around the Euler axis defined by the unit vector [nx ny nz] is expressed in terms of
quaternion,
4 = [41 42 43 4] nx sin() n sin(O) nz sin ( ) cos () (4.2)
Then, the attitude control law is of the form [28],
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T. = 2.- K, -41 + K -w. (4.3)
Ty = 2 - Kp - 42 +Kd -wy (4.4)
T, = 2 - Kp -#3 +K -w. (4.5)
The force and torque commands given by the PD controller are then converted to
thruster On/Off time using a pulse-width modulator. The duration of the thruster
firing pulse can be derived through the conservation of thrust impulse during each
control period [22]. The control update frequency of 1 Hz is used in the experiments.
The timing diagram of the coarse pointing control using the global estimator and the
PD controller is given in Figure 4-1.
thruster
firing Global estimator update
(4 times I sec)
t t+O.2 t+0.4 t+0.6 t+0.8 2t 2t+0.2 Time (s)
control control
update update
Figure 4-1: Timing diagram for the coarse attitude control
4.1.2 Fine Control
Once the SPHERES PADS brings the Sphere within the close proximity of the target
position, the fine pointing control of the PPOP takes over. In order to accurately
point to the target attitude, the PPOP uses the CCD-based camera as its sensor.
Using the fast steering mirrors as the actuators, the objective of the PPOP is to
maintain the location of the laser dot on the CCD at the target location (center) of
the CCD. This requires two separate algorithms, one for calculating the centroid of
the laser dot on the CCD and the other one for actuating the fast steering mirrors.
Each of the two algorithms is described in the following.
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Centroid Calculation
Many different methods have been developed to determine the centroid of a light
source, and these are commonly used in star-tracking algorithms. Here, two such
algorithms are presented.
The first algorithm uses a pre-set threshold value. It scans each of the pixels on
the CCD until an intensity value above the pre-set threshold is found. Once such a
pixel is found, the algorithm records the pixel location and increments its counter by
one. The locations of the pixels with an intensity value above the pre-set threshold
are added together, and the centroid of the light source (e.g. laser beam) is obtained
by dividing the sum of the locations of the bright pixels by the total count. Figure
4-2 illustrates a sample centroid calculation using the first algorithm.
1
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Centrold = 319+320 +321=
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Figure 4-2: A sample centroid calculation using a threshold intensity value
The second algorithm uses the center of intensity approach given in Equation 4.6:
E'Jii - intensityi
Centroid = .=s (4.6)
r Et intensztyi
where n is the number of pixels along the x axis or the y axis of a CCD matrix.
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One advantage of the second algorithm over the first algorithm is that the second
algorithm produces more accurate results for the centroid calculation. For example,
as illustrated in Figure 4-3, if a circular laser beam with its brightest source located
at an off-center position were used, then the first algorithm would still calculate the
centroid of the beam to be at the center of the beam, whereas the second algorithm
would calculate the centroid to be located at some place closer to the brightest source,
thus producing more accurate result.
Brightest source
location
'I
Centroid is still at the center if the The second algorithm takes the
first algorithm were used. brightest point into account and
the centroid is somewhere closer
to the yelow dot, not at the center
thus producing more accurate
result.
Figure 4-3: Accuracy comparison between the first algorithm and the second algo-
rithm
However, the second algorithm takes every pixels into account when performing
the centroid calculation, even the pixels with zero intensity. This makes the second
algorithm computationally inefficient when compared to the first algorithm which
takes into account only the pixels with high intensity. The centroid calculation times
for the two algorithms were measured on an oscilloscope by probing the signals from
a General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pin on the UC1394a-1 multi-chip module.
The GPIO pin was set high at the beginning of the centroid calculation and was
brought back to low at the end of the centroid calculation. The processing time for
the first algorithm depends on the size of the laser dot on the CCD, which in turn
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determines the number of pixels with an intensity above the pre-set threshold value.
The laser dot shown in Figure 4-4 was used for the processing time measurements for
the two algorithms.
Figure 4-4: Image of the laser dot used for the centroid calculation time measurements
Figure 4-5: Centroid calculation time comparison: (Left) the first algorithm takes
140 ms to run, (Right) the second algorithm takes 1920 ms to run
As can be seen in Figure 4-5, the first algorithm takes -140 ms to run whereas
the second algorithm takes ~1920 ms to run. Even though the second algorithm
provides more accurate results, its slow processing time makes the second algorithm
not a suitable algorithm to use. On the other hand, the first algorithm runs faster but
does not provide results as accurate as the results provided by the second algorithm.
For precision pointing control, an algorithm that is both fast and accurate is desired.
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Therefore, the first algorithm and the second algorithm are combined together in
order to provide accurate centroid values with a short amount of time.
The combined algorithm still uses the center of intensity approach. However,
unlike the second algorithm, it only uses the pixels with an intensity above the pre-
set threshold intensity for the centroid calculation. Using both the first and the
second algorithms makes it possible to preserve the accuracy provided by the second
algorithm, and at the same time, to save processing time by not considering the pixels
with low intensity. As illustrated in Figure 4-6, the combined algorithm takes -168
ms to run, which is significantly faster than the second algorithm. For the laser dot
shown in Figure 4-4, the first, the second, and the combined algorithm calculate the
centroid (x,y) of the dot to be: (354, 225), (361, 233), (362, 233), respectively.
Figure 4-6: The combined algorithm takes 168 ms to run
Note that all the three algorithms sampled only the regions covered by the trans-
parent screen (Figure 4-7) instead of the full 480x640 CCD matrix, when generating
the results described above. The sub-sampling allows a further increase in the effi-
ciency of the algorithms.
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Figure 4-7: Illustration of Sub-sampling: Only the interested regions on the CCD
are sampled to further increase the efficiency of the algorithm. (Image is taken after
removing the optical filter)
Mirror Control
Once the location of the centroid of the laser dot on the CCD is obtained using the
combined centroid algorithm described previously, the error between the center of
the CCD and the location of the centroid of the laser dot on the CCD is computed.
Then, the PPOP actuates the fast steering mirrors based on the magnitude of the
error, and fine pointing control is achieved as the error is reduced. The control laws
for the fast steering mirror actuations are developed using a PID controller. Using
Euler's method (Equation 4.7) for the approximation of derivatives, the discrete forms
of the PID control terms are derived as shown in Equations 4.8 through 4.10.
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. x(k + 1) - x(k)
z~)T (4.7)T
where T = tk+1 - tk (time interval), x(k) is the value of x at tk, and x(k + 1) is the
value of x at tk+1.
Proporional: u(k) = Ke(k) (4.8)
Integral: u(k) = u(k - 1) + - Te(k) (4.9)
T1
KTDDerivative: u(k) = T [e(k) - e(k - 1)] (4.10)T
where K is the proportional gain, T is the integral time, and TD is the derivative time.
Then, the three terms in Equations 4.8 through 4.10 are combined to yield,
u(k) = u(k - 1) + K I + + e(k) - 1+ 2T) e(k - 1) + TDe(k - 2)]
(4.11)
where e(k) is the value of the error between the center of the CCD and the location
of the centroid of the laser dot on the CCD at tk, e(k - 1) is the value of e at tkT,
e(k - 2) is the value of e at tk-2T, u(k) is the digital input to the digital-to-analog
converter at tk (which, in turn, provides the analog input to the fast steering mirror),
and u(k - 1) is the value of u at tk_1.
As can be seen in Figure 4-6, the time interval T between the control updates is
~266 ms. Of the available 266 milliseconds, the first 168 milliseconds are used for
the centroid calculation, and the remaining 98 milliseconds are used for the mirror
control.
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Note that when combining the control terms in Equations 4.8 through 4.10, a care
has to be provided [20]. The combined continuous transfer function D is
u(s) 1D(s) K 1+ + TDs,.
e(s) T1 s
Then, the differential equation relating u(t) and e(t) is
it= K (I e + T
(4.12)
(4.13)
Using Euler's method (twice for B), the PID control law can be obtained as shown
in Equation 4.11.
The block diagram for the staged pointing control is shown in Figure 4-8. The
centroid data and the mirror actuation data are passed to the SPHERES DSP (de-
noted by the dotted lines), however, they are currently not being used to affect the
control laws for the coarse pointing control. The durations for the thruster firings are
determined only using the global estimator and the PD controller. Future versions of
the coarse controller will include the integration of the data passed from the PPOP
to affect the thruster firings.
Coarse contr leronRef. Spheres
Global + K
I c60
S L
State estimates
Ref.
Centroid
Figure 4-8: Block diagram for staged pointing control
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4.2 Experiments
This section describes the experiments performed to demonstrate the staged pointing
control. Three different experiments were performed: (i) coarse pointing using the
coarse controller only, (ii) fine pointing using the fine controller only, and (iii) staged
pointing using both the coarse and the fine controller. The experimental results for
each test case are presented in the following.
4.2.1 Coarse Pointing Using Coarse Controller Only
This section presents the results obtained from the attitude hold experiments per-
formed using the coarse controller provided by the SPHERES global estimator and
the PD controller. The fine controller of the PPOP was not used. The experiments
were performed for the purpose of illustrating how accurately the coarse controller
can control the attitude of the Sphere before the fine control stage begins. The test
setup is shown in Figure 4-9.
Sphere
Pointing
7 1towards a
ret reflelctor
Precision eg*
Pointing
Optical
Payload-
Figure 4-9: Test setup for attitude hold experiments
The PPOP and a counter weight were attached to the Sphere. The target state
vector of [0.75 1.30 1.35 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0] was used, which commanded the Sphere to
hold its position at (x, y, Z) = (0.75 m, 1.30 m, 1.35 m) in the global reference frame
and point towards the retroreflector with zero translational and angular velocity.
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The moment of inertia of the PPOP was estimated using a hanging pendulum, and
the mass property of the Sphere was modified to take the added mass into account.
Figure 4-10 shows the hanging pendulum used to estimate the moment of inertia of
the PPOP with respect to the vertical axis.
Figure 4-10: Estimating the moment of inertia of the Precision Pointing Optical
Payload using a hanging pendulum
The PPOP was placed on the plate of the hanging pendulum, and a small angular
disturbance was applied to the plate. The time it takes to undergo ten oscillations was
measured. Using Equation 4.14 [27], first, the moment of inertia, J, of the combined
system of the plate and the PPOP about the vertical axis was obtained to be 0.03875
kg m2 . Then, the moment of inertia of the plate alone (0.0322 kg m2 ) was subtracted
from the moment of inertia of the combined system to provide the moment of the
inertia of the PPOP. The moment of the inertia of the PPOP about the vertical axis
was obtained to be 0.0065 kg M2 . The results are listed in Table 4.1.
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mgr 2T 2
= 4n22 (4.14)
where m is the combined mass of the plate and the PPOP in kg, g is the gravita-
tional constant (9.81 kg/s), r is the average distance between the center of the plate
to the hanging lines in m, n is the number of oscillations, T is the time it takes to
complete n oscillations in sec, and 1 is the average length of the hanging lines in m.
Plate: 1.844 kg
Mass Precision Pointing Optical Payload: 0.896 kg
Combined: 2.74 kg
r 0.14605 m
T 25.53 s
n 10 oscillations
2.446 m
Combined: 0.03875 kg m 2
J obtained Plate: 0.0322 kg m 2
Precision Pointing Optical Payload: 0.0065 kg m 2
Table 4.1: Moment of inertia measurement for the Precision Pointing Optical Payload
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Using 4 Hz update frequency for the global estimator and 1 Hz update frequency
for the PD controller, the state measurements from the position/attitude hold exper-
iment were obtained as shown in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: State measurements during the position/attitude hold experiment using
coarse control. Target states: [0.75 1.30 1.35 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0].
All the states were observed to converge towards the target states. The position
errors were obtained to be less than 1 cm for all x, y, z directions in the steady
state. Note that one of the quaternions, q3 oscillates between 1 and -1. This is a
numerical ambiguity of the global estimator caused by 1800 being equal to -180'.
The quaternions were converted to degrees, and the angular error of - +10 about the
vertical axis was obtained as illustrated in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12: Angular error provided by coarse control
The retroreflector was placed 25 cm from the beam splitter of the PPOP, and the
movements of the laser dot on the CCD during coarse control without any mirror
actuations were measured as shown in Figure 4-13.
Since the Sphere moves only horizontally in the 1-g environment, the motion of the
laser dot in the vertical direction is more stablized than the motion in the horizontal
direction. The laser dot stays within - +40 pixels from its pre-aligned location (320)
in the vertical direction. For the horizontal direction, the laser dot wanders around
on the CCD with a maximum edge to edge separation of - 420 pixels.
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Centroid Values - Using Coarse Control Only
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Figure 4-13: Movements of the laser dot on the CCD during coarse control at 25 cm
range
4.2.2 Fine Pointing Using Fine Controller Only
This section presents the experimental results obtained using only the PID controller
of the Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP). Instead of using an actual Sphere,
the SPHERES external stack shown in Figure 4-14 was used in the experiments, sim-
ulating a stationary Sphere. The SPHERES external stack is an exact replica of
the SPHERES electronics specifically developed for code developments and debug-
ging without risking an actual flight hardware. Using the SPHERES external stack,
perturbations in the vertical direction as well as the horizontal direction could be
applied.
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Figure 4-14: SPHERES external stack
The target centroid location was chosen as the center of the 480x640 CCD matrix,
(240, 320). The objective of the fine controller was to maintain the laser dot at the
target location on the CCD under the presence of perturbations. Two ranges (the
distance between the beam splitter and the retroreflector as defined in Section 2.4)
were chosen: 25 cm and 50 cm, and initial perturbations were given in both the
horizonal and vertical directions. The results are shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16.
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Figure 4-15: Movements of the laser dot on the CCD during fine control at 25 cm
range
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Figure 4-16: Movements of the laser dot on the CCD during fine control at 50 cm
range
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The error between the location of the centroid of the laser dot on the CCD and the
target location on the CCD was obtained to be ~ ±3 pixels for the range of 25 cm.
This value increased to - ±7 pixels for the range of 50 cm. The oscillatory behavior
can be explained by the limitation in the resolution of the the digital-to-analog (D-
to-A) converter. The theoretical calculation for the shortest possible displacement of
the laser dot on the CCD that can be provided by the mirrors is presented in the
following.
In Section 3.2.3, it was determined that one increment in the D-to-A count actu-
ates the fast steering mirrors by - 0.010. Using the ray tracing analysis developed
in Section 2.4, the displacement of the laser dot on the transparent screen caused by
0.01' mirror actuation can be first found. This value represents the shortest possible
displacement of the laser dot on the transparent screen that can be made by the mir-
ror actuation. Then, the shortest possible displacement of the laser dot on the CCD
can be obtained using the thin lens theory illustrated in Figure 4-17. The following
relationships for a thin lens are used:
1 + 1 (4.15)
so S, f
Yi =(4.16)
where f is the focal length of the camera lens. The results are shown in Table 4.2.
Range: 0.25 m Range: 0.50 m
Minimum displacement
2.02 x 10- m 3.75 x 10- m
on transparent screen
Minimum displacement
3.81 x 10 5 m 7.14 x 10- m
on CCD
Minimum displacement
5.15 pixels 9.65 pixels
on CCD in pixels I
Table 4.2: The shortest possible displacements provided by the fast steering mirrors
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Figure 4-17: The laser dot on the transparent screen being imaged on the CCD
As can be seen in Table 4.2, the theoretical resolution of the laser dot movement
on the CCD is -5 pixels for the range of 25 cm and -10 pixels for the range of 50
cm. This means that as long as there is an error between the target location and
the location of the centroid of the laser dot, the mirror actuation causes the laser
dot to oscillate around the target location. If the error were zero, then the laser dot
would stay at the target location when a stationary Sphere is used. Using a higher
resolution D-to-A converter would reduce the amplitude of the oscillations as long as
the D-to-A converter provides the mirrors analog inputs higher than the minimum
inputs required by the resolution of the mirrors. It should be noted that the results in
Table 4.2 were obtained assuming no misalignments in both translational and angular
directions. The experimentally obtained amplitudes of the oscillations from Figures
4-15 and 4-16 are slightly bigger (~6 pixels for the range of 25 cm and -14 pixels for
the range of 50 cm) than the theoretical results obtained under the ideal conditions.
Even though the SPHERES external stack is not moving, once the laser dot is
positioned at the target location, it does not stay there constantly. For example,
the curve for the vertical beam pointing control (with its target location set at 320)
shown in Figure 4-15, does contain short durations of flat regions, which indicate that
the laser dot is at the target location and stays there for a while. However, the flat
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region ends quickly followed by the regions of oscillations. The reason for the short
durations of the flat regions is that the slight misalignments in mirror mounts, laser
mounts, and other various components, cause the mirrors to affect the movement of
the laser dot not only in their major control direction, but also in the other direction
that they are not responsible for. In Figure 4-15, when one of the two mirrors gets
actuated to control the location of the laser dot in the horizontal direction (with its
target set at 240), it does also affect the vertical location of the laser dot slightly
and causes errors in the vertical direction, actuating the other mirror to control the
vertical motion of the laser dot.
4.2.3 Staged Pointing Using Both Coarse and Fine Controller
To demonstrate staged pointing control with a floating Sphere, both coarse control
provided by the SPHERES global metrology system and fine control provided by the
PPOP were used in subsequent stages. The retroreflector was placed 25 cm from the
beam splitter of the PPOP.
To initiate the staged pointing control, a command was sent wirelessly from the
desktop station to the Sphere. The Sphere then used its global metrology system to
position and orient itself to the target states defined. Once the motion of the Sphere
was stabilized using the global metrology system, the fine pointing control provided
by the PPOP was activated. The PPOP computed the error between the location
of the centroid of the laser dot and the target centroid location on the CCD, and
each of the two fast steering mirrors was actuated appropriately depending on the
magnitudes of the errors. The process of acquiring the CCD image, calculating the
error, and actuating the mirrors was repeated with an update rate of approximately
3 Hz. The SPHERES global metrology system was activated throughout the test and
it continuously provided the coarse position/attitude control. An update rate of 4 Hz
was used for acquiring the absolute states using the global estimator, and an update
rate of 1 Hz was used for controlling thruster firings using the PD controller. The
test result is shown in Figure 4-18.
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Figure 4-18: Centroid of the laser dot during staged Control at 25 cm range
Since the Sphere was floating only in the horizontal direction, the staged pointing
control provided better results for the vertical motion of the laser dot as expected.
For the vertical direction, the average error between the location of the centroid of the
laser dot on the CCD and the target location on the CCD (320) was estimated to be
+ t10 pixels from Figure 4-18. For the horizontal direction, the error was obtained
to be + t40 pixels.
As can be seen in Figure 4-18, the staged pointing control provided notable im-
provements in the performance when compared with the performance obtained using
the coarse control only. The centroid location errors were reduced from ~ ±40 pixels
to + i10 pixels in the vertical direction, and from + t420 pixels to ~ +40 pixels
in the horizontal direction. However, the staged attitude pointing control did not
quite meet the performance accuracy provided by the fine control (- +3 pixels for
the range of 25cm).
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The gains chosen for the PID controller might have not been the most optimized
values and might have caused the performance discrepancy between the staged control
and the fine control. The control gains were selected based on trial and error, mainly
due to the complexity associated with the time variant nature of the system. As shown
in Figure 4-19, the controller selects appropriate inputs for the mirrors depending on
the magnitudes of the centroid location errors. Then, the mirrors get actuated, which,
in turn, changes the location of the laser dot on the CCD by Ave, and Ahar. However,
the magnitudes of Ave, and Aho, caused by a fixed value of 0mi,,r keep changing
depending on how the beam gets reflected at the retroreflector as depicted in Figure
4-20. This means that different Ave, and Aho, could be generated even for the same
magnitudes of errors in the centroid locations. As the Sphere moves around, the laser
beam hits the retroreflector at different locations with different angles, causing the
angle and location of the beam coming into the beam splitter constantly change. This
causes different Ai's on the transparent screen. In turn, different Ai's cause different
Aver and Ahs, even when a fixed 9 mirro, is used, thus making the control system time
variant. Future versions of the controller will take the time variant nature of the
system into consideration and will include models for the system dynamics (mirror
model shown in Appendix B).
FS M
On the CCD
Centroid location errors Image
Processing
Figure 4-19: Process of the fine pointing control
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Figure 4-20: Time variant nature of the control system
Future versions of the controller can also include a thruster model to improve the
pointing control performance. Considering that it is the thruster firings that actuate
the Spheres, if the controller for the fine pointing control knows the thruster firings
prior to they actually happen, the fine controller can, perhaps, perform better control
by compensating the possible disturbances expected from the next thruster firings
before they occur. Currently the communication interface between the Sphere and
the PPOP is not being used for control purposes. The thruster model can compute
the expected thruster firings and transmit the data containing the expected future
thruster firings to the PPOP through the communication interface. Also the centroid
data and mirror actuation data sent to the Sphere from the PPOP can be used to affect
the control laws for the thruster firings to improve the pointing control performance.
Eliminating the possible sources of error such as improper camera mounting, lens
defects, and the friction between the air-bearing pucks and table will also improve
the pointing control performance.
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4.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the attitude/position hold experiments performed to demon-
strate the staged pointing control concept described in Chapter 2. The SPHERES
global metrology system provided the coarse pointing control, whereas the PPOP pro-
vided the fine pointing control. Three different experiments were performed: coarse
pointing with a floating Sphere using only the coarse control, fine pointing with a sta-
tionary Sphere using only the fine control, and staged pointing with a floating Sphere
using both the coarse and the fine control. The experimental data were presented,
and the performances of the three test cases were compared. As expected, the fine
control applied to a stationary Sphere provided the best results among the three test
cases, followed by the staged control and the coarse control. The performance of
the staged control was not as good as the performance of the fine control. However,
the staged control provided notable improvements in the pointing performance when
compared to the performance provided by the coarse control.
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Chapter 5
Parametric Integrated Modeling of
Space Telescope Architectures
The next generation of large, lightweight space imaging systems will require a com-
bination of advanced technologies including lightweight optics to reduce the areal
density of mirrors and active optical control to compensate for the increased flexibil-
ity of the systems. These new design technologies open up many new possibilities for
space telescope architectures, requiring innovative approaches to identify which ar-
chitecture families most favorably meet the stringent performance requirements. The
MIT Space Systems Laboratory (MIT-SSL) is examining alternative architectures for
a Modular Optical Space Telescope (MOST) by developing a simulation tool that
automatically produces unique realizations of a space telescope model based on para-
metric inputs. This chapter describes the parametric integrated model developed for
the MOST project with particular emphasis on the optics model development.
5.1 Overview of the MOST Model
Development of the next generation of large, lightweight space imaging systems will
utilize advanced technologies such as lightweight optics and active control, creating
many new possibilities for telescope architecture choices. In the traditional design
approach, a single (or at most several) architecture is chosen in the conceptual de-
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sign stage, mostly based on the experience from the previous missions. The chosen
architecture is then passed onto the preliminary design stage, and only then are
detailed models created and various analyses performed for the single architecture
chosen. However, if the chosen architecture fails to meet the mission requirements, a
costly redesign must be performed. In order to mitigate the risk of costly redesigns
in the later stages of the design lifecycle, the MOST project has been developing a
parametric model for the design of an advanced large, lightweight space telescope.
A parametric modeling approach allows identifying the uncertainties and flexibili-
ties embedded in complex systems at an early stage in the design process. Using
this approach, the designer can evaluate a large number of alternative architectures
quickly with a reasonable degree of fidelity, and identify families of favorable archi-
tectures that are likely to fulfill the mission requirements. The MOST model is built
using MATLAB, a popular engineering software. All the parametric inputs to the
model are maintained in a high-level Parameters module. This Parameters module
contains all the design variables, material constants, and declaration variables (for
example, mirror type declaration variables: 'mono' or 'hex') needed to create a com-
plete space telescope model. Once given the parametric inputs, the MOST model
creates a structural finite element model (FEM). A modal analysis is then performed
on the structural model using NASTRAN [14], and modal frequencies and shapes for
the model are obtained. The DOCS (Disturbance, Optics, Controls, and Structures)
integrated modeling toolbox [15] then creates an integrated state space model, and
various analyses, such as uncertainty analysis under the influence of disturbances, are
performed. ZEMAX [36] is used for optics model development. The optimization
function in ZEMAX provides the optimized prescriptions for the optical components
of a telescope such as radius of curvature and diameter for the primary mirror. ZE-
MAX is also used to calculate the wave front error at the exit pupil of the telescope,
and this error can be fed back to the DOCS to perform active optical control. Figure
5-1 illustrates the model creation process.
The MOST model is created based on a modular framework. Each of the sub-
models, such as the finite element model and the disturbance model, are created
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Figure 5-1: Schematic of MOST model creation process [23]
within separate modules. High-level functions pass appropriate parameters to lower-
level functions using variable names defined in the Parameters module, which allows
users to make changes to the model by just changing the values and type declara-
tions in the Parameters module without full knowledge of each low level function.
Also, the modular framework adds the expendability to the model. As more sub-
systems are developed, the model can be extended without any conflicts by simply
adding modules. The entire model creation process is automated, enabling users to
explore alternative architectures quickly. Figure 5-2 shows two potential telescope
architectures generated with the parametric integrated modeling tool.
Figure 5-2: Two telescope architectures generated using the parametric integrated
modeling tool: (Left) architecture with annular monolith primary mirror and tetra-
hedral secondary support tower, (Right) architecture with segmented hexagonal pri-
mary mirror and hexapod secondary support tower
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5.2 Optics Model Development
This section focuses on the development of the optics model, one of the sub-models
that constitute the MOST model described in the previous section. Line of sight
jitter and wave front error are the optical performance metrics used. The line of sight
jitter is computed using first order approximations dependent on the displacements of
primary mirror, secondary mirror, and fast steering mirror. For the wave front error
calculation, two different methods can be used: root sum square of the displacements
of 20 sample points on the primary mirror for a coarse approximation, and a Zernike
sensitivity analysis for a finer approximation.
5.2.1 Coarse Calculations of Optical Performance Metrics
The two optical performance outputs created in the integrated state space model are
line of sight jitter and wave front error. This section presents the equations used for
the coarse approximations of the two optical outputs.
The line of sight (LOS) jitter is computed using first-order optical performance
approximations dependent on rotations and translations of three points: a point on
the primary mirror, a point on the secondary mirror, and a point on the fast steering
mirror. The following equations, originally developed by C. Perrygo and R. Burg [30],
are used to compute the line of sight jitter.
1 (M- 1) 1 2 2
LOSx= 6P + Mf 1  Sy y M F±+ 2 P - M~ laSX M- lFx (5.1)fi Mfi Mfi M+1 +1a.(.1
1 (M- 1) 1 2 2
LOS - - p + ( 6S + 1 6F, + 2aP - aF (5.2)
" fi Mfi Mfi "Y M+1".M1)
where f1 is the focal length of the primary mirror, f2 is the focal length of the sec-
ondary mirror, M is the secondary mirror magnification. 6 are the translations, and
a are the rotations of points on the primary mirror (P), secondary mirror (S), and
fast steering mirror (F). All calculations assume small displacements.
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For the coarse approximation of the wave front error (WFE), the root sum square
of the z-direction translations of 20 sample points located across the primary mirror is
used. Note that +z-direction points from the primary mirror to the secondary mirror
in the optical axis of the telescope.
n
WFE = z (5.3)
i=1
Using only 20 sample points on the primary mirror for the wave front error cal-
culation is obviously a very coarse approximation, which merely serves the purpose
of providing a rough indicator on the optical performance of the model. For more
accurate wave front error calculation, a linear model developed using a Zernike basis
can be used.
5.2.2 Linear Optical Model Development Using a Zernike
Basis
The ideal way to measure the wave front error would be to partition each of the
optical surfaces (primary mirror, secondary mirror, etc.) into a dense grid of points
(say 100x100), and compute how the wave front error changes with displacements
of each grid. For example, one can create a sensitivity matrix S, and compute the
optical path difference c by combining the contributions from the displacements q of
all the grid points.
E = fteI + Sq + (higher order terms) (5.4)
41 1=0 5mqm=,
1q .1=. 5m I qm=0-
w e c t c ii t (55)
where Etel is a constant offset containing the intrinsic aberrations.
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However, due to the limitation of the currently available processing power, the
approach of directly relating the grid point displacements to the calculation of OPD
at each grid location would require a prohibitively long computational time. As an
alternative approach, George Z. Angeli of AURA New Initiatives Office and Brooke
Gregory of Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory proposed a method for calcu-
lating the wave front error based on a linear optical model developed using a Zernike
basis [13].
The mirror deformations in the z-direction, the direction of the optical axis of the
telescope, can be described in terms of a Zernike basis as shown in Equation 5.6.
6z1
0%; = I'a = [yo 71 . 2Y]
a0
am
am
01E
TOn
Ti1
Tin ... Tmn
al
am
(5.6)
where 7y are the Zernike functions, Tj are the discretizations of each of the Zernike
functions on the same grid as the deformation, and ai are the Zernike coefficients.
Now the mirror displacements q, including de-centers (dcl, dcy), can be expressed
as in Equation 5.7. Note that the coefficients v'N are needed to preserve the or-
thonormality of the original Zernike basis (N is the number of grid points used).
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dc1 0 0 ... 0
dcy 0 0 ... 
Jzi 0 0 T 01 ... Tmi
:f:.dcx
dcx 1 0 0 ... 0 VNdcy
77 1
q= dcy = 0 0 ... 0 ao = (5.7)
6zi 0 0 Toi ... Tmi
am
dcx 0 0 ... 0
dc, 0 0 0
6z L 0 0 Ton ... Tmn
Then, Equation 5.4 can be rewritten in terms of a Zernike basis,
6exit = EteI + SpiL'dp+ Ssisds (5.8)
where the sensitivity matirx is partitioned into contributions from the primary
(p) and secondary (s) mirrors.
The exit pupil OPD can also be expanded on a Zernike basis as the following:
6exit = Fexitaexit (5.9)
The Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil OPD, aexit, can be expressed as lin-
ear combinations of the extended Zernike coefficients d, and d. of the primary and
secondary mirror deformation.
aexit ~ atel + Spdp + $sds (5.10)
where,
$ = iT zspr, (5.11)
$S = r T Ssr, (5.12)
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aexit denotes the Zernike expansion of the intrinsic aberrations of the un-deformed
telescope. $, and $. are the Zernike sensitivity matrices that describe how the changes
in each Zernike coefficient for each optical surface affect the Zernike coefficients for
the exit pupil OPD.
Since the FEM module in the MOST model provides the modal frequencies and
shapes for the structural model of the telescope, the mirror deformations q are ex-
pressed using modal superposition,
q = Dqm (5.13)
where D is the eigenvector matrix containing the modes as columns and qm is a col-
umn vector containing the modal coordinates.
If the output of the optical model is defined as the Zernike decomposition of
the exit pupil OPD aexit, the optical output matrix C of the telescope state space
representation can be written as follows,
C = (SfT4I) ± -I- $ T P8) [I 0] (5.14)
where the states X are defined in terms of the modal coordinates:
X = [qm q' T]T  (5.15)
Once the Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil OPD are obtained, the RMS wave
front error o- can be obtained as a weighted sum of the Zernike coefficient squares.
N
o- ~ w at j (5.16)
j=1
The expressions and the associated weights for the Fringe Zernike terms are given
in Table 5.1.
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Term Number Term Function Weight
1 1
2 p cos
3 p sin 1
4 2p2 - 1
5 p2 cos 2 1
6 p2 sin 2# 1
7 (3p 3 - 2p) cos #
8 (3p 3 - 2p) sin #
9 6p4 - 6p 2 + 1
Table 5.1: Zernike functions and weights for the first nine fringe Zernike terms [2]
The Zernike sensitivity matrices, S and $, are significantly smaller than the
full deformation sensitivity matrix, S, and S,. The more Zernike terms are used,
the larger the Zernike sensitivity matrices will be, but still far smaller than the full
deformation sensitivity matrix, thus providing an efficient way of calculating the
wave front error. Also it was shown that the amplitude of the error between the
wave front error obtained using the linear optical model described and the wave front
error obtained through a direct ray tracing is less than 1 nm for realistic deformation
cases of a 30 m telescope[13]. Thus, the MOST model uses the linear optical model
developed using a Zernike basis for efficient and accurate calculation of the wave front
error.
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5.2.3 Sample Zernike Sensitivity Analysis
In order to use the linear optical model described in the previous section, the Zernike
sensitivity matrices, $ and $3, have to be first obtained. The Zernike sensitivity
matrices relate the Zernike coefficients for the deformation of each optical surface to
the Zernike coefficients of the exit pupil OPD, describing how the changes in each
Zernike coefficient for each optical surface affect the Zernike coefficients for the exit
pupil OPD. The Zernike sensitivity matrix for the primary mirror, $,, has the form
shown in Equation 5.17.
aexit Geait aePit
api ap2 apm
aexiti . =$,a,= ae.i aexit. a" a (5.17)
api ap2 apm
aext~naexitm aeit. .. aeitmn a r
api ap2 apm
where aexit is the Zernike decomposition of the exit pupil OPD, a, is the Zernike de-
composition of the primary mirror deformations. The decenter terms are not included
for simplicity.
In order to compute the Zernike sensitivity matrices, the MOST model uses an
optical design program called ZEMAX. ZEMAX first sets each optical surface type
to "Zernike Fringe Surface". Then, the elements of the Zernike sensitivity matrices
are obtained by introducing deformations to the Zernike coefficients of each optical
surface, term-by-term, and by looking, at the same time, at the corresponding changes
on the Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil OPD. To estimate the derivatives, for
each mirror deformation Zernike term, 3 different deformation amplitudes (0 pm,
1pm, and 2 pm) are applied. Then, the resulting Zernike coefficients for the exit
pupil OPD are fitted with quadratic curves to obtain the elements of the Zernike
sensitivity matrix.
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A sample Zernike sensitivity matrix generation for the primary mirror deforma-
tions on a 30 m telescope is given in the following. Table 5.2 shows the optical
prescription used to build a telescope model in ZEMAX.
Primary Mirror (PM) Dia. 30 m
Secondary Mirror (SM) Dia. 2 m
Conic Constant for PM -1.001891
Conic Constant for SM -1.221152
Radius of Curvature for PM -60.046675
Radius of Curvature for SM -4.229739
PM-SM separation 28 m
Image Plane Location 18.75 m behind PM
Table 5.2: Telescope parameters used for sample Zernike sensitivity matrix creation
The values in Table 5.2 were put into the Lens Data Editor in ZEMAX and a
telescope model was created as shown in Figure 5-3.
Sf Type Comment Radius Thickness Glass Semi -Diatr Conic
BJ standard Infinity Infinity 0.000000 0.000000
1 Standard CIR OBSCURATION Infinity 29.000000 1.000000 U 0.000000
ST , io 00k@ . 90110). PR O RM R -60.04"79 -29.00g0 103300 1S00 -1.00LB91
- A 3rofku wva -41i299 I 6.7S000I I -001 I 10 1000 -1..z0 I
I3' M"I
Figure 5-3: Telescope model creation in ZEMAX
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Using the Extra Data Editor, each Zernike coefficient for the primary mirror was
perturbed by 0 pm, 1pm, and 2 pam, and the corresponding changes in the Zernike
coefficients for the exit pupil OPD were recorded as shown in Figure 5-4. In the
calculation of the Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil OPD, the first nine fringe
Zernike terms given in Table 5.1 were used and a sampling grid of 128x128 was used.
Ed Solves Tools Hel
Nlax Term I Norm Ra.dius Zernike I Zernike Z Zernike 3 0%
ST Zrni k Irin.. 915.000000 0.000000 0.000000
Each Zernike coefficient
for the primary mirror was
deformed in the Extra
Data Editor
The corresponding
Zernike coefficients for
the exit pupil OPD
were calculated
List&Ag ot Zernake Frtnge Coettt<:ient Pat*
PFIL C Dcu SettingIyn LZt\,fgatop\G$l 24rnilk* Seag1tivity Aial
Vxe ,.O e R erA .-T ins
Nel. that -M b c.hi t s M ORD attar subtrac-,ng out -ixtt.
The MS 4t colrotI 4) is the RMM after 1ubtract1ng ouC both Pstotn nd tkit
The 5S 1 to eentrold) Is Soft physically signifICAnt Isd generaly what
%s.Knt by e t., e M ' . thoh 2 us... the tern 'Cotrold- for brevity,
the eference pont is not the difraction intensity cotroid, but the rieRfrec
poInt whkCh iniie the varekanc ot the .avetront
Usng i.Zrnlke Fringe polynomIls.
01D t rened to chi t fay.
3Suface .Iage
Field 0 0000, 0 0000 4eg
voelength 0 %500 VA
Peak to Valley (to Chief) 10 71 U7 v0"s
SeAk to Valley it. Cntrold) 1071$10739 Ve.s
MRI (to Ch ier 2.11160642 .a".
INS (to Cotroid) Z,98160642 .aVeS
Variance 38897685 waves sqeeord
s1toh Ratio list) 0,00000000
5Ms tit error 0,046049070 eave
gannum fit error 0. it*6917 wae
4 ~ I 124
1121 I 4 1i
Ii
Figure 5-4: Introducing primary mirror deformations
changes in the Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil
and obtaining the corresponding
OPD
The Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil OPD obtained by applying the three
different mirror deformations were fitted using the method of Least-Squares to pro-
duce the elements in the Zernike sensitivity matrix. For simplicity, no rigid body
deformations were applied and therefore, the decenter terms were not included in the
Zernike sensitivity matrix. Figure 5-5 shows the Zernike sensitivity matrix obtained
for the telescope model created in ZEMAX.
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7x
>ti
0.0599
0
0
0.0587
0
0
0
0
-0.0012
-0.0000
0.0804
0
-0.0000
0.0000
0
0.0391
0
0.0000
-0.0000
0
0.0804
-0.0000
-0.0000
0
0
0.0391
0.0000
-1.9804
0
0
-1.9406
0
0
0
0
0.0391
-0.0000
0
0
0.0000
-1.9108
0
0
0
0.0000
-0.0000
0
0
-0.0000
0
-1.9108
0
0
-0.0000
Figure 5-5: Sample Zernike sensitivity matrix obtained
mations using the telescope model given in Figure 5-3
0.0000
-3.9825
0
0.0000
0.0000
0
-1.9373
0
0.0000
0.0000
0
-3.9825
0.0000
-0.0000
0
0
-1.9373
0.0000
1.9998
0
0
0.0235
0
0
0
0
-1.9404
for the primary mirror defor-
The Zernike sensitivity matrix obtained in Figure 5-5 was compared with the
Zernike sensitivity matrix obtained by George Z. Angeli for the Thirty Mirror Tele-
scope project [1], [13] in order to provide a rough check on the validity of the sample
Zernike sensitivity matrix created.
4 Definition of sensitivity matrices
20 l 22 3 24
Sp = [-0.0600, 0.0000, 0.0000, 1.9505, 0.0000,
0.0000, 1.9054, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
0.0000, 0.0000, 1.9054, 0.0000, 0.0000,
-0.0588, 0.0000, 0.0000, 1.9114, 0.0000,
0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 1.8810,
0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
0.0000,-0.0383, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
0.0000, 0.0000,-0.0383, 0.0000, 0.0000,
0.0012, 0.0000, 0.0000,-0.0384, 0.0000,
Figure 5-6: Zernike sensitivity matrix created
Mirror Telescope project
:5 26 E7 28
0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,-2.0279;...
0.0000,-0.0781, 0.0000, 0.0000;...
0.0000, 0.0000,-0.0781, 0.0000;...
0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,-0.1109;...
0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000;...
1.8810, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000;...
0.0000, 1.8928, 0.0000, 0.0000;...
0.0000, 0.0000, 1.8928, 0.0000;...
0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 1.8826];
2C1
22
S23
Sz4
& 25
i z6
' 28
by George Z. Angeli [1] for the Thirty
As can be seen in Figure 5-5 and 5-6, the two Zernike sensitivity matrices roughly
match their patterns; that is, they have zero entries at the common places and the
same order of magnitudes for each non-zero entry. The sign mismatches in the entries
might have been caused by the different sign conventions that George Z. Angeli and
ZEMAX used. The exact parameters used for the creation of the Zernike sensitivity
matrix in Figure 5-6 were not available, and therefore, the matrix in Figure 5-6 cannot
be used as the absolute truth measure for the validity of the sample Zernike sensitivity
matrix created. However, based on the pattern matching, it can be inferred that the
Zernike sensitivity matrix creation using ZEMAX produces correct results.
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5.2.4 ZEMAX-MATLAB Interface
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the MOST model has been developed using MATLAB
as its platform. In order to fully integrate the optics model into the MOST model,
first, an interface between ZEMAX and MATLAB had to be established. The com-
munication between ZEMAX and MATLAB is accomplished using Dynamic Data
Exchange (DDE). DDE is a protocol defined within the Windows operation system
for sharing data between programs [31]. Two programs can establish a DDE link,
with one program acting as the "server" and the other as the "client". The client
generally requests specific data from the server, and the server sends the data back
to the client. To establish the interface between ZEMAX and MATLAB, ZEMAX
was made as the server and MATLAB as the client.
MATLAB first sends the telescope prescriptions set in the Parameters module of
the MOST model to ZEMAX. Once ZEMAX receives the telescope prescriptions, it
builds a telescope model and performs the Zernike sensitivity analysis described in
the previous section. The resulting Zernike sensitivity matrix is fed back to MATLAB
for the wave front error calculation and further analysis. Figure 5-7 illustrates the
DDE communication between ZEMAX and MATLAB. An example of a successful
DDE communication is given in Figure 5-8. Note that in Figure 5-8, the calculation
of the fringe Zernike coefficients was performed in ZEMAX, and the results were
transmitted to MATLAB. Note that the ZEMAX-MATLAB interface successfully
transmitts the results and MATLAB displays the same results as seen in ZEMAX. A
sample MATLAB code for changing the curvature of the primary mirror is given in
Figure 5-9.
Initiate DDE & Open Zemax
ii Matlab sends telescope
paramneters to Zemao and
Zemax builds atelescope
model
.ii Perform analysis n Zemax
iv. Output results to Matlab
Figure 5-7: Data communication between ZEMAX and MATLAB using DDE
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(p) COS (A)
(p) * SIN (A)
(2p^2 - 1)
(p^Z) COS (ZA)
(p^2) SIN (ZA)
(3p^Z - 2) p * COS
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Figure 5-8: An example of a successful DDE communication: (Top) ZEMAX cal-
culates the Zernike coefficients for the exit pupil and sends the data to MATLAB
through the DDE interface created, (Bottom) MATLAB receives the data and stores
them in a vector.
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2
3 ch - ddeinit('zemax','raytrace'); %establishes a dde cormiunication channel
4
5 data = ddereq(ch,'GetSystem',[1 1],10000); !zA dde request for Zemax to return
6 2information about the current optical systew
7
8 data - ddereq(ch,'GetSurface,1',[1 1],10000); kA request to return information on surface 1
g iin the prescription
10
11 'A request to change the curvature on surface 1
12 data - ddereq(ch,'SetSurfaceData,1,2,-.29683',[1 1],10000);
13
14
15 ddeterm(ch); kends and closes the dde channel
16
17 End Hat lab Code
Figure 5-9: Sample MATLAB code used in the ZEMAX-MATLAB interface. The
code sets the radius of curvature for the primary mirror
The ZEMAX-MATLAB interface automates the process of performing Zernike
sensitivity analysis. In turn, this makes the entire process of model creation and
analysis in the MOST model automated.
5.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter described the parametric integrated model developed for the MOST
project. A brief overview of the entire MOST model was provided. The line of sight
jitter and the wave front error were introduced as the two optical performance metrics,
and the expressions for the coarse approximations of the two metrics were provided.
For more accurate calculation of the wave front error, the linear optical model devel-
oped using a Zernike basis was introduced. A sample Zernike sensitivity analysis was
performed using ZEMAX, and it was inferred that ZEMAX produces correct Zernike
sensitivity matrices when the results obtained by ZEMAX were compared with the
hi-fidelity results developed for the Thirty Meter Telescope project. The work done
on establishing the data interface between ZEMAX and MATLAB was also described.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis explored two different technologies that have the potential to contribute in
improving the performance of space imaging systems. Chapters 2 through 4 described
the first technology, the precision pointing control technology, which can be used
to realize space imaging systems with a longer baseline such as a formation flying
interferometer. Chapter 5 described the second technology, parametric integrated
modeling, which provides a design tool to explore a wide variety of different telescope
architectures at an early stage of the design lifecycle.
Chapter 2 gave an overview of the SPHERES testbed and the SPHERES Position
Attitude Determination System (PADS). The limitations of the SPHERES PADS
were described, and the concepts for precision pointing control were introduced as
the ways to overcome the limitations posed by the SPHERES PADS. Three possible
concepts were introduced for precision pointing control: the Sub Aperture Metrol-
ogy (SAM), the Full Aperture Metrology (FAM), and the Hybrid Metrology (HM).
The SAM concept was chosen for further analysis due to its simplicity. A ray tracing
analysis was performed on the SAM concept using the the geometrical optics approxi-
mations. Based on the ray tracing results, it was determined that the original concept
developed for SAM was not appropriate for an actual prototype development. There-
fore, the original SAM concept was modified to include a transparent screen in the
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optical train. The modified concept was chosen for the development of a prototype
named the "Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP)."
Chapter 3 discussed the prototype development of the PPOP. Each of the optical
components as well as the avionics that constitute the PPOP were described.
Chapter 4 presented the results from pointing control experiments. Three types
of experiments were performed: coarse pointing control using the SPHERES global
metrology, fine pointing control using the fast steering mirrors in the PPOP, and
staged control using both coarse and fine control. Notable improvements in the perfor-
mance were delivered by staged pointing control when compared with the performance
provided by coarse pointing control. However, staged pointing control performance
was not as good as the performance provided by fine control, and suggestions for the
controller improvements were made.
Chapter 5 provided an overview of the parametric integrated model developed
for a Modular Optical Space Telescope (MOST). The optics model was discussed
in detail which included the description of the linear optical model developed using
a Zernike basis. A data interface was established between ZEMAX and MATLAB
using Windows Dynamic Data Exchange. With the ZEMAX-MATLAB interface, the
model creation process of the MOST model can be completely automated.
6.2 Contributions
This thesis made the following contributions:
" The concept developments for precision pointing control technology.
" The development of a complete ray tracing analysis using the geometrical optics
approximations.
" The design and fabrication of the Precision Pointing Optical Payload (PPOP)
that provides fine pointing control.
* The demonstration of staged pointing control using the SPHERES global metrol-
ogy system and the fast steering mirrors in the PPOP.
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" An overview of the parametric integrated model for a Modular Optical Space
Telescope, which provides a design tool for building complex space imaging
systems.
" An introduction to the linear optical model development using a Zernike basis.
" The development of the data interface between ZEMAX and MATLAB, which
makes the entire model creation process in the MOST model fully automated.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The current design of the PPOP represents the first prototype built, and many mod-
ifications could be made to improve the performance of the staged pointing control.
First of all, a more advanced control algorithm needs to be developed. The effects
of aberrations and diffraction could be added to the ray tracing analysis in order to
provide a high fidelity optics model. The thruster firings could be modeled and added
as a part of the control loop. The time variant nature of the system shown in Figure
4-20 also needs to be taken into consideration. A more efficient centroid calculation
algorithm and a more optimized code structure would increase the control bandwidth
and thus would improve the overall performance of the controller.
Hardware could also be improved. The PPOP can be made lighter using materials
such as Lexan. By making PPOP lighter, the control load on the SPHERES global
metrology system could be reduced. Higher quality optical components as well as
better sizing of the optical components could improve the performance of the PPOP.
For example, a larger beam splitter could be used to allow more retroreflector offset,
and an array of small retroreflectors could be used to reduce the magnitude of the
offset the current retroreflector produces.
The next step of the PPOP would be to perform staged pointing maneuvers us-
ing multiple Spheres in formation flying. Also the transparent screen needs to be
removed, and the precision pointing maneuvers need to be demonstrated using the
various concepts described in Section 2.3. Once staged pointing control without the
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transparent screen is achieved, the work can be expanded to do path length control
using optical delay lines to form interference fringes. Two possible concepts are shown
in Figure 6-1.
Side RR
&-- z±I1- Cl
RB
Retroreflector VDj Side RR
On another
SPHERES 4
Figure 6-1: Concepts for path length control with optical delay line
The parametric integrated model for a Modular Optical Space Telescope is still
under development and requires further refinement. The scheme for active optical
control needs to be developed, and the optical models for various telescope config-
urations, such as Golay 3, have to be developed in Zemax. More sub-models (e.g.
Thermal Model) need to be added to the MOST model to better represent real space
imaging systems. A testbed is currently scheduled to be developed. Once the testbed
is built, model validations will be performed to build confidence in the results.
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Appendix A
Calculation of Allowable Mirror
Actuation Angle with
Consideration of Misalignments
The ray tracing analysis given in Section 2.4 is based on the assumption that the
center of the beam splitter and the center of the retroreflector lie on the same axis;
in other words, two operating Spheres are perfectly aligned as shown in Figure 2-
6. But in real operations, Spheres will not necessarily be aligned at all times. In
fact, the purpose of the Precision Pointing Optical Payload is to bring misaligned
Spheres to better aligned positions. This section describes the expressions developed
for calculating the allowable mirror actuation angles in the case where angular and
translational misalignments exist.
Two different misalignments are considered: Translational misalignment and An-
gular misalignment, as shown in Figure A-1.
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+Y (or +X)
SPHERES - -- -
Translational misalignment
SPHERES - ------------------------------ -- --- +--R
Angular misalignment
Figure A-1: Definition of misalignments
A.1 Translational Misalignment
Translational misalignment refers to the displacement offset in the Y (or X) direction
from the axis that passes through the center of the beam splitter. As shown in Figure
A-2, the direction of the retroreflector offset changes depending on how large the
mirror actuation angle (0m) is.
exaggerated
y
Figure A-2: Offset at retroreflector with the presence of translational misalignment
The critical value which determines the direction of the retroreflector offset is 0o,
which is equal to:
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00 = arctan R + (A.1)
If 20m is larger than 0g, then the incident beam hits the top portion the retrore-
flector and the offset is created downward. If 20m is smaller than 00, then the incident
beam hits the bottom portion the retroreflector and the offset is created upward.
In order to determine the allowable mirror actuation angles with the presence of
translational misalignments in the X and Y direction, AX and AY, the location of
the beam on the beam splitter face towards the focusing lens can be first obtained
using the following expressions.
If | 20m | < lOo|
Mirror 1:
d
v = - k cos 0.1 + k cos 0., tanOg, + S1  (A.2)2
Mirror 2:
hto-lens = htan20m2 + S2  (A.3)
If |20m| > |Go|:
Mirror 1:
d
v =- - k cos g, + k cos 0., tanOg, - S1 (A.4)
2
Mirror 2:
hitoles = h tan 20m2 - S2 (A.5)
Once the angle and location of the beam going towards the focusing lens are
obtained, the thick lens formula (2.11, 2.12) and the tangent relations (2.15, 2.21)
can be used to obtain the maximum allowable mirror actuation angles for the given
translational misalignments, AX and AY.
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A.2 Angular Misalignment
Positive angular misalignment is defined as the rotation about the -X axis. Angular
misalignment, OR, creates offset at the retroreflector as shown in Figure A-3.
SPHERES - ------------------------------- -------
fo r + 6 : 2
Similarly, for -OR
Figure A-3: Offset at retroreflector with the presence of angular misalignment
Again, the location of the beam on the beam splitter face towards the focusing
lens can be first obtained using the following expressions.
Mirror 1:
d
v = - - k cos 9g1 + k cos Og1 tan 0g1 - Sinew (A.6)
2
Mirror 2:
h =o-jene  htan20m2 - S2new (A.7)
The above equations are very similar to the ones used for the case with the trans-
lations misalignment, except that SInew and S 2_new are used instead of Si and S2.
Sine and S2_n, include the effects caused by the angular misalignment and can be
calculated as following.
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61 OR ~ 20ml OR
Si_ew = - m IOR (A.8)
COS OR-- 20miI )R -- 20miORI
cosR ~-RORm2
S2 _ = 62 OR (A.9)
COS (OR - 202 IRI)R - 20m2IRI
Once the angle and location of the beam going towards the focusing lens are
obtained, the thick lens formula (2.11, 2.12) and the tangent relations (2.15, 2.21)
can be used to obtain the maximum allowable mirror actuation angles for the given
angular misalignments, OR.
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Appendix B
Equation of Motion for Fast
Steering Mirrors
The equation of motion for the fast steer mirrors can be derived using a simple spring
model shown in Figure B-1, where K is the spring stiffness and D is the damping
constant.
Figure B-1: Simplified model for the fast steering mirrors
Using the second order approximation, the equation of motion for the fast steering
mirrors can be written as:
IN + D# + KG = Tc. (B.1)
where I is the mass moment of inertia of the mirror and rc is the torque input applied
to the mirror.
If the torque input is assumed to be proportional to the current applied to the
mirror,
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(B.2)
where qc is a constant,
then, Equation (B.1) becomes,
. D +
I
K q
I I (B.3)
The coefficients in Equation (B.3) can be found by first rearranging the variables
as
qc qc K
I K I (B.4)
then, by comparing coefficients with the coefficients of the second order equation
given in the following:
#+ 2(wo + W20 = q i
n I (B.5)
Using the experimentally obtained values for ( and on (Section 3.1.2), first 2 and
can be obtained.T
The result obtained from the mirror calibration (Section 3.1.2) can be used for (.
During the calibration, 0 and 0 were assumed to be zero. By substituting # = 0 = 0
into Equation (B.3) and rearranging, the following relation can be obtained.
- - q,
i K (B.6)
Now the remaining coefficient !'y can be found by substituting Equation (B.6) intoI
Equation (B.4).
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Appendix C
MATLAB Code for Ray Tracing
Analysis
X SPHERES Optical Payload Ray Tracing Analysis Code
% for Sub Aperture Metrology
X written by Ryan Lim
X Sep 29th, 2005
clear all;
diamirror=0.5*0.0254; %diameter of mirror = 0.5 inch
Xtypical beam splitter side length in [m] from Edmund Optics
BS=0.001*[5, 6.25, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50];
%typical retroreflector inner diamemter sizes in [m] from Edmund Optics
RR=0.001*[6.35, 12.7, 25.4,38.1, 50.8, 63.5];
h=0.01; %distance between center of Mirror2 and the top face of the BS
nBS=1.5; Xindex of refraction for the glass in the BS
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distancelensBS=0.005; %distance between focusing lens and the BS
distanceCCDlens=0.02247; %distance between focusing lens and CCD
%Focusing Lens Properties
%P32-489
n_f_lens=1.5; %index of refraction for the glass in the focusing lens
dia_f_lens=0.025; %diameter of the focusing lens
% t-f-lens-edge=O; % thin lens approximation
% tjfjlenscenter=O; % thin lens approximation
% t-fjlens=O; %thin lens approximation
t_f_lens-edge=0.0029; %edge thickness of the focusing lens
t_f_lenscenter=0.008; %center thinkness of the focusing lens
t_f_lens=(t-f-lens-edge+t-f_lenscenter)*0.5; %thickness of the lens
R1_f=0.03194; %radius of curvarture for the first surface of the lens
R2_f=-0.03194; %radius of curvarture for the second surface of the lens
data.passed_M1=[]; data-passedM2=[];
for R=.5:0.5:0.5 %vary range from 0.5m to 1m,3m
for i=1:1:length(BS) Xtry different BS lengths
d_BS=BS(i); %side length of the BS
for j=1:1:length(RR) %vary RR
d_RR=RR(j); Xinner diameter of RR
thetaM1_passed=[];
thetaM2_passed= [1;
pass-successful_M1=O;
pass-successfulM2=0;
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for theta=-2:0.01:2 %vary theta (degrees)
XSub-Aperture Metrology - Mirror 1
passjflag=1;
thetaMl=theta*pi/180; %conversion from degrees to radians
Xhitting Mirror2
if abs(0.01*tan(2*thetaMl)) > 0.5*diamirror pass-flag=O; end
if pass-flagX1
Xhitting the BS
if abs ((0. 01+h) *tan(2*thetaMl))>0.5*dBS passjflag=0; end
if pass-flagX2
Xgoing out from the beam splitter
thetaGl=asin(sin(2*thetaMl)/nBS);
k=(0.5*dBS-(h+0.01)*tan(2*thetaMl))/sin(thetaGl+45*pi/180)*sin(45*pi/180);
yBS-right=O. 5*dBS-k*cos(thetaGl)+(dBS-k*cos(thetaG) )*tan(thetaGl);
if abs(yBS-right)>0.5*dBS pass-flag=0; end
if pass-flag%3
%hitting the Retroreflector
yRR=yBS-right+R*tan(2*thetaMl); if abs(yRR)>0.5*dRR pass-flag=0;
%disp('Beam does not hit retroreflector')
end
if pass-flagX4
Xreturning to the BS and going out towards the lens
e1=(0.5*dRR-abs(yRR))*(1-1/(1+tan(2*abs(thetaM1))));
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v1=abs(yRR)+e1;
zl=2*vl/sin(45*pi/180-2*abs(thetaMl))*sin(135*pi/180);
deltal=zl*sin(90*pi/180-4*abs(thetaM1));
yl=deltal/cos(2*thetaMl)*sign(thetaM1);
yBS-left=yBS-right-yl-dBS*tan(thetaG1); if abs(yBS_left)>dBS/2
pass-flag=O;
%disp('Failed: beam does not get out of the BS towards focusing lens')
end
if passflagX5
%Going into the lens
d_lensminimum=abs(yBS-left-distancelensBS*tan(2*thetaMl))*2; if
dia_f_lens<dlensminimum pass-flag=O;
%disp('FAILED: Use bigger Lens!');
end
if pass-flag%6
alpha-in=-2*thetaMl; %note the negative sign!
y-in=yBS-left-distancelensBS*tan(2*thetaMl);
alpha-out=(1+(n-f_lens-1)/nfjlens*t-f_lens/R2_f)*alpha-in-((n-f-lens-1)...
*(1/R1_f-1/R2_f)+(n-f_lens-1)^2*tflens/n.f.lens/R1_f/R2_f)*yjin;
y.out=tf-lens/n-f_lens*alphain+(1-(nflens-1)/nflens*t_f_lens/R1_f)...
*y_in;
XFocusing onto the CCD
yCCD=y-out+distanceCCDlens*tan(alpha-out);
if abs(yCCD) < 0.0036/2 %0.0036 m = horizontal dimension of the CCD sensor
%disp('Success: Beam gets focused onto CCD');
pass-successfulM1=1; thetaMl=thetaM1*180/pi;
thetaMlpassed=[thetaM1passed;thetaM1]; end
endX6
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end%5
end%4
end%3
end%2
end%1
XSub-Aperture Metrology - Mirror 2
pass-flag=1;
thetaM2=theta*pi/180; %conversion from degrees to radians
Xhitting the BS
if abs(h*tan(2*thetaM2))>0.5*dBS passflag=O; end
if pass-flag%1
%going out from the beam splitter
thetaG2=asin(sin(2*thetaM2)/nBS);
xBS-right=h*tan(2*thetaM2)+dBS*tan(thetaG2);%on the right face of the BS
if abs(xBS-right)>0.5*dBS pass-flag=O; end
if pass-flag%2
Xhitting the Retroreflector
x_RR=xBSright+R*tan(2*thetaM2); if abs(xRR)>0.5*dRR passflag=O;
%disp('Beam does not hit retroreflector')
end
if pass-flag%3
%returning to the BS and going out towards the lens
e2=(0.5*dRR-abs(xRR))*(1-1/(1+tan(2*abs(thetaM2))));
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v2=abs(xRR)+e2;
z2=2*v2/sin(45*pi/180-2*abs(thetaM2))*sin(135*pi/180);
delta2=z2*sin(90*pi/180-4*abs(thetaM2));
k2=delta2/cos(2*thetaM2)*sign(thetaM2);
x_BSleft=xBSright-k2-dBS*tan(thetaG2); if abs(xBS-left)>dBS/2
pass-flag=O;
%disp('Failed: beam does not get out of the BS towards focusing lens')
end
if pass-flag%4
XGoing into the lens
d_lensminimuim=abs(xBS-left-distancelensBS*tan(2*thetaM2))*2; if
dia_f_lens<dlensminimum passjflag=O;
%disp('FAILED: Use bigger Lens!');
end
if pass-flag%5
alpha-in=-2*thetaM2; %note the negative sign!
x_in=xBSleft-distancelensBS*tan(2*thetaM2);
alpha-out=(1+(n_f_lens-1)/n-f-lens*t-f_lens/R2_f)*alphajin-((n-f-lens-1)...
*(1/R1_f-1/R2_f)+(n-f-lens-1)^2*t_f_lens/n-f-lens/Rlf/R2_f)*x-in;
x_out=tflens/n-f_lens*alphain+(1-(nf-lens-1)/n-f-lens*t_f_lens/R1_f)...
*xin;
XFocusing onto the CCD
x_CCD=xout+distanceCCDlens*tan(alphaout);
if abs(xCCD) < 0.0048/2 X0.0048 m = vertical dimension of the CCD sensor
%disp('Success: Beam gets focused onto CCD');
passsuccessfulM2=1; thetaM2=thetaM2*180/pi;
thetaM2_passed= [thetaM2_passed; thetaM2]; end
endX5
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end%4
end%3
end%2
end%1
endYvary theta
%displaying results
if pass-successfulMl maxthetaMl=max(thetaMlpassed);
min-thetaMl=min(thetaMlpassed); data-passedMl=[datapassedMl; R,
dBS, dRR, min-thetaM1, maxthetaM1]; end
if pass-successfulM2 maxthetaM2=max(thetaM2_passed);
min-thetaM2=min(thetaM2_passed); datapassedM2=[datapassed_M2; R,
dBS, dRR, min-thetaM2, maxthetaM2]; end
endvary RR
endvary BS
endYvary range
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Appendix
Electronic Schematics of Precision
Pointing Optical Payload
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Appendix E
Zernike Polynomials
The expressions [2] and sample plots of the Zernike polynomials are given in the
following.
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Name Fringe # Noll # Term (in fringe form) Term (in Noll form)
Piston 0 1 1 1
Tip 1 2 Poosq 2pcosq
Tilt 2 3 psing 2psinp
Focus 3 4 2p2 -1 [(2p2 _
Astigmatism 4 6 p2 cosi29) vp2 cos(2q)
Astigmatism 5 5 o2 sin(2p) [p 2 sin(2p)
Coma 6 8 {3p 2 -2pcosq { (3p2-2}pcosep
Coma 7 7 3Qp2-2)psinq 4(3p2 - 2) p sin (p
Spherical 8 11 6p' -6 2 -1 5 6p' - 6p2 +1)
Trefoil 9 10 p3 cos,31 F8 p3 cos(39)
Trefoil 10 9 pa sin(3(p) p3sin(3 p)
11 12 (4p 2 -3 p2 cos (2w) A1lI(4p2 - 3l p2 cos(2q)
12 13 (4p 2 -3'p 2 sin12<p) 01 5l4p2-3lp2sin(29)
13 16 (10 p' -12p 2 +3) pcosq' -1~2j10 p' -12p2 +3 ) pcosq
14 17 (10p 4 -12P2 +3)psin, ,[-I210p4 -12p2 + 3) psinp
16 14 p' cos i4 ,0p' 4 cosi 4(p)
17 15 p 4 sin(4(p) F0p4sin( 4()
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